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1.
STATICALLY IITDET EEL1I1TATE STRESSES II? RIGIDLY CORRECTED 
STRUCTURES OF REI1TFORCED CONCRETE
I. INTRODUCTION.
1. Scope of Invest ifnation and A c kn ow 1 e d gmen t .— The exact 
determination of stresses as they actually occur in a rigidly 
connected frame under load, in spite of its importance in design­
ing a new structure, has hut rarely been attempted. The reason 
for this lies in the fact that it requires cohsiderable time and 
labor to work out the formulas for statically indeterminate 
quantities which depend upon the number and fixity of the supports
In order to obtain, by mathematical calculation, the stat­
ically indeterminate stresses due to rigid connection of members, 
various principles have been advanced.
The writer lias deduced the formulas for several types of 
statically indeterminate structures using the principle of Least 
7/ork. In order to put these to practical test, that is the re­
liability of these formulas for reinforced concrete structures, 
test specimens of large size were made as a part of the work of 
the Engineering ’Experiment Station of the University of Illinois, 
and the deformations produced in their members by the series of 
loadings were measured. These results were subjected to investi­
gation and discussion. The work was under the immediate charge of 
Professor A. II. Talbot, to whom, as well as to other members of
. I
the staff, acknowledgments are due for many valuable suggestions 
and aids.
2. Recent Tendency in Design of Application of Rigidly 
Connected Frames of Reinforced Concrete.— Reinforced concrete 
frame constructions were not extensively used in the world before 
1905. Since that time they form practically a standard practice 
in Eiirope. Many examples can be found in the German texts and 
magazines. It is also a recent tendency in America to use the 
reinforced concrete frames for buildings and bridges. A number 
of very long and high trestles have been constructed during the 
past few years, one of the longest being the Richmond and Chesa­
peake Bay Yiaduct (2,800 feet long, ranging in height from 18 feet 
to 70 feet at its highest point).
It is also a tendency in England to use the frame construc­
tions of reinforced concrete during the last few years. A number 
of reinforced concrete jetties and viaducts were constructed 
there (Concrete and Constructional Engineering, London).
The field of the application of rigid frames is almost un­
limited, for all of the reinforced concrete structures are coim­
posed of elements of rigid frames, but it may be subdivided into 
several classes for the purpose of discussing the applicability. 
That is to say:
1. Building construction in general,
2. Bridge structure,
3. Trestle and viaduct,
4. Culvert and sewer construction,
5. Subway construction,
6. Retaining walls, -
%
7. Reservoir and water tanks.
1. Every building construction of reinforced concrete may 
be considered as a rigidly connected frame, for walls, columns, 
beams and slabs are all rigidly connected with each other, there­
fore it may be found best to design such structures as a rigid 
frame under certain assumption. In the continental European 
countries it is most common to use frames in building construc­
tions, such as roofs, cantilevers, balconies, towers and a build­
ing as a whole.
2. Bridge constructions are entirely in the field of the 
rigid frame. Arches, beam and bent constructions, cantilever 
bridges and the most of bridge structures can be designed as a 
frame on rigid analytical basis. In highway bridges, for example,
a spandrel braced arch, as shown in 
the accompanying diagram, is frequently 
used. In such a case, columns are 
rigidly connected to the arch ribs and 
to the superstructure, and therefore 
the3r must be designed as a frame.
3. Trestles and viaducts, 
as shown in the following 
sketches, must be designed as 
a frame to secure the safety 
and to obtain the best pro-
Elovation. Cross Section. portioning of materials.
4—5. In most cases in practice the monolithic pipe, circular
Elevation, Cross Section.
or elliptic form, and box culverts of reinforced concrete are 
advantageously used. In subway construction, however, a large
4.
"box type construction, as shown in the accompanying sketch, is 
frequently used. In these cases a structure is subject to the 
earth pressure on its exterior surface and to the live loads on 
the interior faces. The bending moment, which is statically 
indeterminate, exists at each rigid joint and these moments vary
with the relative stiffness of composing 
members. Therefore such structures may 
not be rationally designed without a 
sufficient knowledge of rigid frames.
6. The retaining walls, dams and bridge abutments of a but­
tress type are frequently used in the present practice. These 
will analytically be designed by the aid of rigid frame under 
proper assumptions.
7. In water tanks and reservoirs of a rectangular or a 
polygonal form the unknown negative bending moment due to a rigid 
connection of a wall to wall or a base to wall, as shown in the 
following sketch, will exist at each corner. These moments are
.. -^ifirTTTnrrx ^
',7ater Reservoir
modified by the relative thickness of walls and the dimension of 
a structure. The knowledge of a rigid frame will suggest the 
proper method of a solution.
From the above brief statement we can easily see that 
monolithic construction falls within the class of rigid frames,
5 ♦
and therefore the only method which -develop/s a proper judgment 
in the design of such structures will he found in the field of 
study of rigid frames.
3. Advantages of Reinforced Concrete Frame.— In actual 
design, insufficient attention is often paid to bending in columns 
caused by the rigidity of connections. In building construction, 
bridge work and other structural designs, the bending moment for 
a beam is frequently taken as an assumed fraction of PI (where p 
is the load and 1 is the span), while bending moments at the ends 
and in the columns are disregarded entirely. The effect of this 
is either to make the whole structure inadequate or to make one 
part stronger at the expense of the other. The usual arbitrary 
practice, provided sufficient attention is paid to negative moment, 
gives safe results but is not economical in a strict sense.
The reinforced concrete frame has a number of strong points 
as a structure, for material can be saved and a much better result 
obtained from the theoretical and structural point of view. In 
ordinary concrete building construction the entire structure is 
rigid to a certain extent, but for simplicity this important ele­
ment of rigidity is usually not fully taken advantage of. With 
the concrete frame construction, however, advantage may well be 
taken of the rigidity of the connecting members. Exact analysis
/
is possible, though there are hardly any publications in English 
which treat of it systematically, and formulas are not in shape 
for practical use. The rigid frame is capable of exact design, 
and therefore the economical distribution of materials can be 
realized.
•__________________________
4. Reliability of Rigidly Connected Reinforced Concrete 
Frames.— Reinforced concrete frames will be perfectly reliable 
when the following are fulfilled:
a. Perfect continuity or rigidity of joint;
b. Close agreement between theory and experiment;
c. Limited amount of stresses of secondary nattire.
So far as the writer is aware no experimental study has been made 
on this subject and we have no positive or negative proof to 
these ends.
A partial reason why many engineers hesitate to use concrete 
frames extensively lies in the fact that they hardly believe in 
the continuity of the members and doubt the effect of the rigid­
ity. In ordinary design they have no doubt of the resistance to 
the positive bending moment in the center or the negative moment 
near the fixed ends of a beam, but they object to allowing rein­
forced concrete members to take the successive positive and neg­
ative bending moments along the axis of a frame.
A question is naturally raised over the fact that reinforced 
concrete is not homogeneous material, and it is doubted whether 
or not the formulas deduced from its elastic work of deformation 
will hold good for such composite members with a fair agreement. 
Furthermore, secondary stresses may exist in the section of a 
member. In the actual condition of things, as is well known, 
the fundamental assumptions which underlie the static considera­
tions can seldom be more than partially fulfilled even under 
carefully prepared specifications and well executed designs.
All these things must be considered before coming to a con-
7.
elusion on the reliability of rigidly connected reinforced con­
crete frames. Careful experiments and investigation may decide 
these questions clearly.
8 .
II. FUI'TDALIEITIAL CONCEPTIONS AND THEOREM-
5. Potation.— The following notation is used throughout 
the work:
A = area of cross-section of a member. Numerical suffixes 
are used for individual members when a frame is com­
posed of members of different size.
a = distance from the left corner or axis of a frame to the 
point of application of a concentrated load on a top 
beam.
b = distance from the right corner or axis of a frame to the 
point of application of a concentrated load on the top 
beam.
E = modulus of elasticity of the material (considered as 
constant).
H = horizontal reaction acting at the end of a column.
I = moment of inertia in general.
IQ= moment of inertia of a member. Other numerical suffixes 
are used to distinguish one from another.
h = height of a frame.
h = total height of a frame.o ° .
hf, hg = subdivision of h0 .
1 = length of span of a frame having vertical columns.
10= total length of span.
l-p lg, and 13 = subdivision of 1Q .
m « — = ratio of moment of inertia of horizontal member to 
IQ that of vertical member.
n = — = ratio of height of frame to length of span.
M = bending moment in general. Special suffixes are used to 
denote the bending moment at a specified point.
N = normal force at a section.
P = a concentrated load.
9.
p = intensity of a uniformly distribtited load. Suffixes 
are used to denote the different intensities.
V, Y0 , Yq, etc- = the vertical reaction at a specified 
section.
6. Statically Determinate and Indeterminate Systems, and
Dumber of Statically Indeterminates-- A force is said to be
and
statically determinate when its directior^magnitude and its point 
of application are known from the conditions of static equilibri­
um. The conditions of static equilibrium for any number of forces 
in a plane are generally well known to be three, that is to say,
(a) Y = 0, or the algebraic sum of all vertical forces 1 
acting on a body is equal to zero,
(b) H = 0, or the algebraic sum of all horizontal forces 
acting on a body is equal to zero,
(c) M = 0, or the algebraic stun of the moments of all 
forces is equal to zero.
The loads to which structures may be subjected are always given. 
The other external forces are the reactions due to the loads.
The reactions are exerted by the supports of the structure, and 
in order that they may be determined from the statical conditions 
the total number of unknowns must not exceed three. The ordinary 
trusses without redundant members are always statically determin­
ate if a frictionless pin is used at each joint. If we consider 
a case in which two members meet at a joint as shown in the 
accompanying figure, two unknown forces exist at'the joint; that
is to say, the vertical and hori­
zontal forces acting at the joint, 
and therefore the total number of
1 0 .
unknown forces due to the external force P is six. But each mem­
ber will give three statical conditions as stated before, and 
therefore this is a statically determinate system.
To conceive of the behavior of statically determinate and 
indeterminate systems, it will be found, that the conception of 
the connection of members by means of joint bars is a convenience, 
how, in Pig. 2, a, the two members are not connected, and therefore 
they are merely in loose touch. They are entirely free to move 
horizontally and vertically, and also free in rotation; accordingly 
it may be called the arrangement having the three freedoms in
motion. An example of this arrangement is a touching joint between
C. cA
the free ends of cantilever beams as shown in Pig 2,a2. in Pig.
2,b two members are connected.by a single bar, and they are pre­
vented from moving vertically, but are free in horizontal motion 
and in rotation about a point A. This may be called the arrange­
ment having two freedoms in motion. An example of this arrangement 
is the frictionless roller end of a cantilever as shown in Pig. 
2,"bg. In Pig. 2,c two members are connected by two connecting 
bars, so that onljr one freedom in motion is allowed to take place, 
that is to say, the rotation of a member about A, the intersecting
11.
point of two bars. The crown hinge of an arch is an example.
In Fig. 2,d two members are connected by three joint—bars, and 
may be called a rigid connection, which allows no freedom in 
motion. The restrained end of a cantilever beam is an example of 
this arrangement.
To make a rigid joint it is necessary to have three joint- 
bars at each member, therefore 3S conditions of the equilibrium 
must be set up to determine 33 unknowns when the structure is 
composed of 3 members. If the structure is rigidly connected 
to the ground, more condition than 3£j are required. How let a 
be the number of the joint—bars needed to connect one member to 
another, and b be the number of the joint bars needed to connect 
the member to the ground, then we have from the existing 3_S con­
ditions the following relation to make the structure statically 
determinate, a + b = 3S.
When the members in the structure are all rigidly connected to 
each other a + b always exceeds 3_S, and therefore the case falls 
to a statically indeterminate system, and the relation is modified 
as follows:
a + b - 33 = m, •
where m represents the number of the statically indeterminate 
forces. Such system is called m-fold statically indeterminate 
case, and m additional equations of the condition are necessary 
to determine these unknowns.
Let us consider a few examples.
Case a. a+b-3S=5+4-9=0, therefore statically determinate,
Case b. a+b-3S=6+4— 9=1, 1-fold statically indeterminate,
Case c. a+b-3S=6+12-9=9, 9-fold statically indeterminate,
Case d. a+b-3S=24+18-21=21, 21-fold statically indeterminate, 
Case e. a+b-3S=36+3-30=9, 9—fold statically indeterminate.
It must be borne in mind that there are certain exceptional 
cases. The accompanying figure shows a case in which two mem­
bers have three joints. The unknown forces are two member-stres­
ses and four reactions (vertical and horizontal) exerted at both 
^  ends. The two members give us six con­
ditional equations, so that this will be 
a statically determinate system. If we
i
apply a force P vertically at the center joint, infinitely large 
lateral stresses are exerted in the member. This state will 
exist only when the members are perfectly rigid. If this is not 
the case, a deflection of the middle joint will take place, and
thereby the stresses In the members become finite. But they are
• * rstill indeterminate' by the statical conditions, that is to say, 
the system becomes statically indeterminate. The deviation of
13
the middle joint has therefore a large influence upon the stresses.
7. Principle of Least Work-- There is a certain la?/ of
nature called the principle of least work, that is to say, the 
resisting forces will store up no more.energy than the minimum 
which is necessary to maintain equilibrium with the external forces 
or in other words,, the external forces are so adjusted, themselves, 
as to develop internal forces in the structure which will make 
the total internal work of resistance in the latter a minimum.
When forces act uj/on an elastic system, in which the deformations 
are proportional to the stresses, the above principle of least 
work may be applied to determine the statically indeterminate 
forces.
The principle of least work has been known for a hundred
years, but the first complete announcement of this theorem was
T5rofeosor
given by Castigliano (1879). Cain expresses the principle in the 
following words:*
"The elastic forces experienced betv/een the molecules after 
deformation correspond to a minimum of the work of deformation of 
the system, expressed as a function of certain stresses, taken 
with respect to these stresses successively, regarded as independ­
ent during the differentiation". Professor Eiroi° expresses it 
in the other words "the partial derivatives of the work of resist­
ance with regpect to statically indeterminate forces which are so 
chosen that the forces themselves perform no ?/ork, are equal to 
zero."
* See Trans.Amer.Soc.C.E., Yol. XXIV, p. 291.
°See Statically Indeterminate Stresses by I. Eiroi.
v
14.
The total internal work may be subdivided into several 
classes,- those due to bending moment, normal. stress, and shearing 
stress.
The total work due to bending moment E of a member will be
„  - (a)s  E l
For the total internal work due to a normal stress II we have
A/*Ex
= E E A (b)
If shearing stress S is uniformly distributed over the cross­
section, we have for the internal work due to shearing stress
cu -  f  ^
J  E G A
where G expresses the shearing modulus of elasticity of a material. 
Since, however, the intensity of shear at various points of the 
cross-section differs with the form of the latter, the expression
for the internal work due to shear is modified, and
/f S 'E /
A<*•>
_ f  k 5'<=.
J  * * •
(c)
where K is a known factor for a specified case. 
Therefore we have for the total work of resistance,
YV = (a)-t- (b) +(c)= -L f + J- C  + J- f .
E X E  A <5 A
Let us suppose that there are n statically indeterminate
forces Xp, Xg, etc..... Xn in an elastic system. According to the
theorem of Castiglia.no we have:
' ■ i m . •
J
M  3 £ M J v
E l  9X,
( A/  3 N  
E A E x
E l  3 Xr, E A  3  Xn
K s 3 S
G  A 3X,
M' S & S
&  A •sXg'
~ MS 3 s
<3 A 3 X £
■\A.
These furnish us as many equations of conditions as there 
are unknown quantities. The solution of these equations will give 
us the exact formulas for statically indeterminate quantities.
8. Position of Point of Inflection of a Ilember fixed at 
One End when no Load is Applied on the Span.— Let us suppose that 
the member perfectly fixed at A and supported or partially
fixed at B, therefore no deflection at A and B, and, that no load '
is applied on the member between A and B. Now IT, and M 0 are 
the vertical and horizontal reactions and the bending moment at 
the fixed end A due to a force P applied at any point of the 
member beyond the point B* The bending moment at the point of
inflection is obviously zero and
Mo  +  H a  Sin &  -  Case  =  O
or MI0 = V& Cos & -  Ha S/n O
The bending moment at any point is'
m  = M o -v x  c o s  e  +• h x 5/r> e =
or E  J  • Co sQ  — //• • Sir) @ - Cos XSin 0
o/Xz = l/(a -  x )  C o s Q -  S M  e
Assuming a constant moment of inertia and a constant modulus of 
elasticity, and integrating this equation, we get
X I  ^  = V (ax - f 2) C<osG - H(ctY~ + <y, ?
X ^  O , = o t anai -t/?e.re~for<3 C, = O, /?encz0
E l = V ( &X- -X ) Cos e- H -----) C/n .
but for
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From this important relation, we can express the end moment Mo 
in terms of H and V, and the mathematical operations in the determ­
ination of the statically-indeterminate stresses are greatly simp­
lified. We used this relation in the present work.
9. Effect of Direct Force on Final Formula for Statically 
Indeterminates.— Let us now consider the effect of the direct 
force which is normal to the cross section^ on the final formula 
for a statically indeterminate stress.
/ i yj .In the general equation
[  M 3  Mf /VSW / f  KS / _ 0
J  E l  + J  T *  &X- ^
we can see that the second term will disappear when ^4 is equal to 
zero, or in other words, when the normal force does not contain 
any of the statically indeterminate quantities. If the frame has 
hinges at the ends of columns, the vertical reactions are always 
statically determinate, and the only statically indeterminate is 
the horizontal reaction. But if the columns are vertical, then 
the normal force in the column contains no statically indeterminate. 
The only member in which a statically indeterminate is contained 
in the direct force is the top beam. The normal force in this case 
is the horizontal reaction, but the horizontal reaction dtie to 
vertical load or loads on the frame is small in comparison with 
the vertical reaction, and consequently the effect of the normal 
force on the final formula for the statically indeterminate is 
clearly negligible.
When a frame is fixed at its column ends, the vertical and 
horizontal reactions and the bending moment at the fixed column 
ends are statically indeterminate. The normal force contains
18.
generally these reactions as a factor. But if the frame is 
symmetrical in form and in the manner of loading, the vertical 
reactions "become statically determinate, and therefore the hori­
zontal reaction is only term which enters in the expression of 
the normal force. The normal force in the column, however, con­
tains no factor of statically indeterminates when the fixed col­
umns are vertical. The normal force, which contains the static­
ally indeterminate, is that of the horizontal member (top beam 
in a simple frame), but this has very small effect on the final
results.
From the above statements we can see that the form of frame 
which will be largely affected by the normal force is that having 
a sloped column under a vertical load.
The following frame is used to illustrate the method of 
analysis and to bring out the effect of the direct force on the 
final expression for the value of the statically indeterminate 
forces. /=■
In this case E is the only statically indeterminate force. 
Taking the moment of all forces about F we have,
Vplo - P(b+13 ) = 0, or Vp = V  b p == K<Pi
lo
and V2 « p _ KP, or V2 = (p _ g)?.
2*5
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Therefore we have in general (neglecting the internal work due to 
shearing stressf M 9M r Ma/V _ Q, J  E l  W H ^ ^  + J e A - ^ H ^ * - 0
All necessary elements in forming the above equation are arranged 
in the following tabular form. *
Mem- Moment Limits Bending Moment Normal Forces dll dh 
her of of in the in the 02 31
Inertia Integration Member Specified Specified Member
% A
AB *1 From zero to Sq
YqX— Ey=YqtanOqy—Hy, V q c o s© +11 s i n© q —y
,y 4am*****"' (j
Sin©-
BC I2 From zero to a
Vq(lq+x)-im , H -h + 1
CD J2 From a to
h
Y2 (Iq+x)—EBu—P (x-a), H -b
/i y am  a^ °-ji  1 h
+1
DF *3 From zeroX. ^  o V2x-Ky=V2tan«2y-Ky, V2cos©2+Esin©2 -y Sin©
Inserting these values in the general equation we have the follow­
ing expression in which we have assumed that E and I are constant;
/ r a
E l,  f  K +anO,y- H y ) (-y')s e e d , d y  + b ± [
-L. 7 f A* EIJC//^,+ V,x- H h - P ( x ' - * y - A ) d * ' \ ( v zi*n6z y-hly)(-y)5&ceed y  
E  A , j  (  V iC o s^ i + H  d/A  O l) S/ 'n Q t 5<2-c d y +  J '/ Jd x  + //dx^j
f  £ A 3J^  ^ * Co s  M  d d  O z °  •
Integrating and simplifying this equation we get the following 
general expression for the statically indeterminate force H in 
v/hich the effect of the direct force is fully counted.
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4. 2  t,te  + l z _ £5 S |"~Al  — _ S/^ x <5>g~f/ / _  Ai-3X______ g  n, ^ a J ar» J
r s /^ - tan e , s ^ e ^ - ta ^  ^  -,L3-X, ^  3IjJ L ^  r ^ + 771*J
p> (0)
In this formula, the term which contains Ap, Ag and Ag is intro­
duced by taking into consideration the direct forces represented 
by the second term of the general equation
[  M  a/jl^ + f, _
J  £Z2> H  + J  BAVH "" '
If we neglect the effect of the direct force, then we have
H =  -
C . 2? lt ir ( ^l 3-4 2  z s 3 I 3  J 1 2 J Z 3 J ,  j
~h Jg/ t — ^  T‘ I s  + 3 T , j
The frame under consideration is of the form in which the 
direct forces have larger effect on the final formula for E than 
any other kind of simple frames.
In most cases, however, 0 will not exceed 30c , because the 
increase in O will very rapidly increase the horizontal reaction 
at the end of the column.
How let us take an example in which lp= lg= lg=W = 120",
&r= -©2= 45% A2= Ao= As= 10" x 12", Ix= Ig= 13= 1,000 inf 
When considered the effect of direct force, we have ,
E = 0.56506 P. - 'y
If we neglect the effect of the direct force, we get
E = 0.56466 P.
Accordingly the difference is 0.0004 p or » which is incon­
siderable. This is an example illustrating the effect of the 
direct force upon the final value of the statically indeterminate
;
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force. ■
From the foregoing deduction we have seen that the final 
formula is very much complicated by taking the direct force into 
consideration. But we can easily see from the above example that 
the effect of the internal work due to all direct stresses on the 
final value for statically indeterminate stresses is very small 
and is inconsiderable when compared with that of the bending 
moment. Attention is called to the fact that even although the 
effect of the internal work of the direct stresses may be neglected 
in determining the reactions the direct stresses themselves can 
not be neglected when calculating the total stress in any member. 
The direct stresses may algebraically be added after the static­
ally— indeterminate stresses are found.
The deformation due to shear is generally so insignificant 
when compared with that due to the bending, that it may be en­
tirely neglected without sensible error in the calculation of 
the internal work.
Therefore these two terms are disregarded in the following 
deductions, for a sensible- error in the calculation is not pro­
duced by this negligence, while the final formulas are very much 
simplified by doing so.
III. ANALYSIS OF RIGIDLY CONNECTED FRAMES.
The method of analysis will now he applied to a variety of 
several forms of frames, with both concentrated and distributed 
loading and with hinged and fixed ends. The types of frames 
are subdivided into the following classes as a convenience of 
treatment:
10. Analysis of simple frames under vertical load,
11. Analysis of single story constructions with three
panels under vertical load.'s_
12. Analysis of a trestle bent with a tie under con­
centrated vertical load.
13. Analysis of a building construction with several
stories and number of panels under vertical load.
14. Analysis of a bridge or viaduct with three spans
under vertical load.
15. Analysis of square frames under horizontal load.
10. Analysis of Simple Frames under Vertical Load.—
Case 1. Special Frame with Hinged Ends under Concentrated Load.
forming the equation,are arranged
In this case the statically 
indeterminate force is H* 
Heglecting the effect of normal 
force, tile ecuiation of condi— 
tion is j y ^ L  J.K == 0
All necessary quantities in 
in the following tabular form.
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Member I M d ll
AB, A'B' xo -Hy -y
BD, B'D' h Px _ 2 ’ Efh-j_ + xtanO) — fhq+xtanO)
DC I1 Px _O Hh0 —hoCj * •
P (1 n—’ 
2D'C s• \G § X1 '■> - Eh0 -ho
The conditional equation :is as follows:
^  f Hy'd'f-[ft^ - u(A, + x-t*r>0)] CA,*
° l  r F  f A , 7
— -fU  j J [ ~^zf ~ AlAe]  cSx + J  HA0J  =  o
Che solution P:ives us:
H *
&**%■+*%£* +*■***■& J
( * f )
Case 2. Square Frame and Trestle Bent with Hinged Ends
under Concentrated load.
F ,j. 5. F?^  6.
a~-
1
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These ere special cases of the foregoing frame and slight 
consideration will give us the following formulas for E.
For Fig. 5
jfiz> + ^ j T, (/ / - {=> (5)
This is also obtained from equation (3) by making a = b and neg­
lecting the effect of normal force.
For Fig. 6
H  = X,h  [ s h  
Z, L Z T Tz ,S
P ( 6 )
Case 3. Special Frame with Hinged Ends under Two 
Symmetrical Concentrated loads.
E is only statically indeter­
minate in this case and all 
necessary elements in forming 
the conditional equations are 
arranged in the following 
table:
ilember 2E
AB, A'B’ 
BC, B'C’
CC'
Io
II
+Px
-Hy
-Hfk- + , j
12 1 2 
-Hfc0 + kl2
......S'
-y
■(^ 2* + hq)
o L
T
I
Therefore the conditional equation is as follows: 
,h  ■ '*•
A HysJy+s*o&  (*£)*]+(&*+ A g )P }cK
+ W T  ^  ~^  o j o/x = O .
The solution gives us the following result:
H  = /2  2 ,2 h? hi l . 2 S
- T t+ - T T +
R (7)
Case 4. Square Frame a.nd Trestle Bent with Hinged Ends
under Symmetrical Loads.
It is interesting to note that the value of H is directly
lo 'proportional to the ratio _ , and for lo = h or 6 = 45c . E ishp > '
equal to — . it should he noted that in this bent there existsC* .
no bending stress throughout the whole bent.
£6 .
For the rectangular frame (Fig. 9),
t
H  = P
If the loads are applied at third points or lp
(9
i  =  1■^ 2 ^ ’
H = 9 (jtL) Y^-h- + i . T1:71 z 'L sj:. + j ,J P (1 0)
Case 5. Special Frame with Hinged Ends under Uniform Loads
F,q. tO.
In this case E is statically indeterminate force as before, am 
the following table gives us the necessary quantities in the form­
ation of the conditional equation.
Member I M _an
A3, A'B' Io -Ky -y
BD, B ’D' Io -H(h-1+Ztan'0)+Pl1ls+pol T Pox* -(hvfxtane) 
_ 2^ ^ 2 2. '
DD' II —EhQ+^1- -1> g-g— ^PBlsClo-t-xJ-polgx-polf-p, -h ___ . 2 Z
X V
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For Fig. 12,
_ w l ik  * U h x i ) *  H U
“  *> f f t  - J r J
H  = ^r,f j ( 15)
For Fig. 13,
H  =
£ + g £?) + p i ,
/ £
V
(14)
This agrees with formula (12) when the "bent has vertical 
columns.
Case 7. Specia.1 Frame with Fixed Ends under Symmetrical
Concentrated Loads.
P R.
Statically indeterminate quantities are Ho and E in this 
case. The following table gives us the necessary quantities in 
the formation of conditional equations:
■ Member I. M
\ :l
t:
o
AB, A'B' Io »—* ° 1 $ -y +1
BD, B ’D' *2 H04^i -Hfh-^+xtan-e) — (h]_+xtan-0) +1
I)D' II Mo—Hho+ Bl2
- ° = -h0 +1
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The conditional equations are as follows:—
[h ,
A  (  U y * )d y  + £ M o i. & £ _ H (h , Q j(h ,+ y- ia n
J° r zt * Jo
+ ~EZ,J [ Mo -  H h ‘ + d x  — o
r  ^* r-d—' \ (Mo -Uy)dy + /  £Mo +■&£- -  H
J  Ct J  O
(M0-Hho+ = o .
The solution of these equations gives us the following values for 
E and LIo. ■n  S A .s lw '
h/f _ f f ] & Z  ~ H~s 3
° A, B>B  -  Am
y>
j
(15)
(16)
In which
A - X - * AsA + + A,) -
' x - x  x *
/O-l-
..... H
fvO
A , l ,  d-z j
B  =
4
£ *> ?f>X0 * X, s S  r  / ef + h , b z + } M  J , a<-
%e g.
A + thi-L.-f ^r-Cho + h , )
X,
*, - « [ 4 #  ♦  $rJx + p  > «
/r« = w i ^  / p  ' ,,t*. o= « [ ! £  + 4 ¥ J p^
m
t
*
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Case 8. Square Frame and Trestle Bent with Fired Ends 
under Symmetrical Concentrated Loads.
obtain the following results for the case of square frame under 
symmetrical concentrated vertical loads (Fig. 15):
X ^ ~
L j  - 3  l_z (_£ + £g) — £L
^ 5  ^  '
T \ ■
(17)
m . -- zjl  (A t  lA_e  .
If 1^ - Ip = ^ or loacls are applied at third points,
H  =
a r / P
-  3
* * £ 7
P I  = &  + P E iz Io
R l9 (18)
For the case of trestle bent (Fig. 15), we get the following values 
by putting hq= 0 in t]tie general formulas:
H = V  ITT’ l.lo = 0. These must be the case
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Case 9. Trestle Bent with Fixed Ends under Concentrated
Load.
Statically indeterminate quantities are II and Up in this case. 
The following table shows the necessary quantities in the forma­
tion of the conditional equations.
Member I M anm
3
^ 1
AB, A'B’ Io -Hy + lli+ v^ S. y -7 +1
BC II -Hh + Hi+V(lo+x) -h +1
B'C II -Hh + Lb tV (1,+lp— •:) -h + 1
The conditional equations are as follows
& s
h o % (-
*[CHy-Mly-V-fry*] <*/+£:([£Hh-Mr dx+jj;M-MrY(Z+\-xJlJ*}s°,
' °h z
i - ^  [-Hh+M, + V(U* ) ] + = °
Solving these for H and I.Iq and simplifying we obtained the 
following results:
H  
M.  > L  - P k8  , — <
f 3-0
h  - —Do  3
(19)
The following case is easily reducible from Case 9
F i'f 18
We can get the following values for statically indeterminate 
quantities of this case by putting lg = 0 and making S *= h;
/ ( W b )
These results can easily be obtained from independent analysis.
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Case 10. Square Frame with Tie at Column Ends under
Centrally Concentrated Load.
Fief. 1 9 .
">r ...'
' * f J t
The statically indeterminate quantities are H and l.i^ in this case.
Member I M anan
>
3 -A
AA' II r-A 0 + 1
AB, A'3' !0 m a - Ky -y +1
BC *2 IiA - Eh + Yx -h T 1
CB' 12 T. rrt, PX , PIH  - I--h - —  + -g -h ’ +1
E Z
The conditional equations are as ^follows
^ ( H / ~  MAy) <Ey jj^  ( H h - M # -y *)cJ*  +J  (Hh-M * f 9 '  *  ° ,
E Z , V y )d Y+ e z ,^ m a^  + £ T  \ [ ^ a ~^  ^  ¥ *
The solution of these equations gives us the following ex­
pressions for H and
H  = ZiLL ±lz
H
( 3
_ A  1a(
z- r .A  -h
S A  ■ £-T,
el 
)*> '
£)
(: j A
g x 2
34.
Combining these equations we get:
M ,
/ i L -Z" o 3^ 2. .._ R L (2 0)
< & ' + ' ( & ) * * ( & ) * * ( & )  3
When I q  becomes infinity this equation reduces to the form
m a -
z-Tg
-^ -O -**2T
r i _
Case 11. Unsymmetrical Frame under Uniform load.
We hitherto considered the symmetrical frames under vertical 
loads. In this Case and in the next Case we will give the ' 
analysis of the unsymmetrical frames.
The statically indeterminate forces are H and Vq. All 
necessary elements in forming the conditional equations are 
arranged in the following tabular form:
Member I M dllw aOYq
AC Io -Hy -y 0
BC I. Vqx - Hh - pxz2 -h +x
35.
Therefore we have for the conditional equations
z
+ A  [Hh- K*+ -
r z
WI9] lT~xg- Ht>x - ^ * 1
The solution of these equations is as follows:—
H  -
F  =
fiM#
'4
( 2 1 )
The maximum positive bending moment in the top beam occurs 
at the distance x from 0 and its value is as follows:-
X  - 3 ( /  + tfc )3 + 4 ^  26 JL o (2 2 )
The value of the maximum xiositive bending moment is
g ( , + 'g .) ‘ - ? ( 3  
/  w  (3  *+% % )* (23)
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Case 12. Unsyrame tries! Frame with Fixed Ends under
Uniform Load.
' v/
The statically indeterminate quantities in this case are 
H, Vq, and • 1.1^ can he expressed in terms of E, that is to
say, LIq = — • The number of unknowns are reduced to two from 
this relation. All necessary elements are given in the following 
table :
Member I LI 2 E Z :9Vq
AG Io LIq-Ey=E('| - y ) 1
,3|CQ
1
0
BC h I.I1-Hh-£|-+Vqx=E( 3 h )-J2f-rV1x =3* +x
T?ie re fore we have the following equations:
e z , [ ( i £ £ ) * *  = °  ■
J o
____________________________________________ _____________________________________
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After the mathematical operation we get the following results
/ P L
8
_ f  yf. + 3  | 4 R l
'  t f c
8
__ / P L
/ +
I X Q
~  e  + 3* f ;p i
A / -f h X ,
~L o
2 4 -
(24)
-y
The formulas for the maximum positive ‘bending moment Mmax. 
in the top beam and its distance x from C are as follows:—
max — 3 ( /+ z ' O + t t ; )  R l *2 4 -( /+
(25)
f  +  
/ +
h*4- g J o  
h  X t 
Z To
Z (26)
11. Single Story Construction with Three Panels♦— In the 
case of design of a flat slab or a beam-girder construction of 
single story, many engineers do not take the effect of the bending 
in columns into consideration. I'any authors have tried to analyze 
the stress distribution in the slab on this assumption. The 
assumption may be nearly true for cases where the column has a 
large cross-section and very short length in comparison with the 
length of span.
But, in practical cases, the moment of inertia of cross
38 .
section of a slab is larger than that of a column, and compara­
tively long columns are frequently used in actual construction. 
The "bending of columns will obviously increase the bending moment 
at the center of span of a slab for an eccentric loading, and 
stresses in the slab are greatly modified by the ratios of the 
moment of inertia of a slab to that of the column, and of height 
to span length. Therefore it may be concluded that the analysis 
based on the negligence of column flexure is not applicable for 
all cases.
In actual cases, there may be twenty or more spans in suc­
cession, with different lengths of spans and cross-sections of 
members, and consequently an exact analysis is hardly possible 
without any assumption.
W / / / / / M
o
* — p —
’ c r
\r?.— :----------------— v t *
A 3
r ? -------------------------------r r V ? -----------------------------7 T ,
r/ 7 '
^  C o lu m n *
B '
h r? ----------------------------77777--------------------------------77?
If panel AA' in the above figure be loaded, the bending 
moments in slabs SC, CD, B'C', and C'D' are small and negligible
in actual canes. Therefore we may assume that the end condition
between '
of slabs or beams AS and A'B' will, perhaps, be/\the hinged and 
the fixed state at B and B ’ according to the ratio of moments of 
inertia of the column and slab at that joint.
The following analytical formulas for five different cases 
are applicable for actual design with proper assumption as the 
case may be.
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Case 13. Frame with. Three Panels under Uniform Load
over Middle Panel.
Hinged Ends of Beams and Columns.
Statically indeterminate quantities are E and Vq in this 
case, and the following table will give us the necessary quan­
tities in the formation of the conditional equations.
—--— —..... ...... . mmmm n* .... *—
a Mi 21:Membe r I M an d i1
A3, A'B' X1 £ £  VqX 0 —X
BB’ II -7,i-Hh+f y ^ - £ 5 iJ- /]% ^ ^ -h - 1
DB, D'B' lo -Hy -y 0
The conditional equations are as follows:-
+gz,((-Xl- =o,
£ l { ( V , l - H h  + ^  - & ?) <=/x + ^ J ( -  H y*)Jy = o,
40.
The final results are as follows
, 3  l S f  £  )  p t . 
~ + // .h-To p > 3
+ <***£&
or
( 3 + S  r s ,n )  
^  + // /W /?-
- 7 P(3 + S  m  n )
(27)
i i-i hwhere m = — , n = _.
I0 1
Having thus found the values of IT and Yj, the moment and 
therefore the stress at any section in the beam or columns is 
determined by ordinary principles of mechanics.
Case/14. Frame with Three Panels under Uniform load. 
Hinged Ends of Beams but Fixed at Column Ends.
F lf.Z - z . o
The statically indeterminate quantities are three in this 
case, H, Yp, and 1.!^. Hi, however, can be expressed in terms of E 
owing to the fact that the position of the point of inflection in 
the column remains unchanged, as proved in equation 1, and lo= 3IJVTherefore Hi = — • This fact greatly reduces the mathematical x 3
41.
operation. The analysis of this frame brings ns the following 
formulas for the statically indeterminate quantities.
P  ~  2?(4- 5  h- -j£T) P 2* s n n  n )C* ' ^ J L q '
h  -X,,/ _  3  t >7 _ a  t t r r t n  H 7K - + (< n .s f  P I  -
~L~ O (28.)
M , = F h ___________ _ £ V•4- ~t 3 m  r~> &
/
Case. 15. Frame with Three Panels under Uniform load. 
Hinged Ends of Columns hut Fixed at Beam Ends.
-r m i n 7 . 1
i ■ z z—  
x> j tM °_ Ci_KWh i , E
T^ u -  l
w n n |
i
T0
\ > '
-Z,
_
1
—
h
mm------- Vt
TT
V
o
Ft  ^23.
The statically indeterminates are H, Vq and 1!0 in this 
case. The results of the analysis are as follows without enter­
ing the detail of the mathematical calculation
H  =
K - 
=
/ P i  = / 2 n  (  / ■+ z - m r?) P i ,
3  ± z j t i t
6  ( / + F f
h  J : 'Vo I _  z "Xi
Pi =
'+  ,
£ £  _
/8
3  + y m  n  
<£>(/-+■ &  m  r t )
rr? O.
/ -t B m n  / &
Pi. (29)
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Case 16. Frame with Three Panels under Uniform Load.
This frame has nine statically indeterminate quantities, hut 
they are greatly reduced hy the adoption of the symmetrical load­
ing. The statically indeterminate quantities are E, Vq, Mo, and 
Mq in this case. The results of the analysis give us the follow­
ing formulas:
//
v, -
M 0 =
M , =
___ 7_____L________/M>/ /
±  ± tA jl q Pi =
Z Xo p £
/ s
/ P i '
Z J- o
± 3  n o n )
■ 4^  -f- Z  m  n  
4- (  2  -t 3  r?
no n  2
Pi.
Pi.
2  + 3  no r>
/____  P i *2  + 3  no n  / £
(30)
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Case. 17. Frame with Three Panels under jingle Concen­
trated load.(
/
z___J F7 f.
This frame has 7 statically indeterminates in general, but 
they are reduced to two by the adoption of symmetrical load and 
the relation U0 - z-h-L, as shown in equation 1. The following 
table gives us the necessary elements for the calculation.
Member
Bli8ii1 
W 
1 I
M a-:d ll m37 -
BD, B'D' II V l - x ) 0 (|-x)
AB, A'B' I0 -Hy -7 0
BC is -Y-,11 -IIh+|fM+x) 1 3 2 3 -h
21
3
CB • Is
21 p 51 . ~y 1“3 -Hh+-f-g-x) -h 213
v *Yr$
C ‘/ ^Vi'iV\#\ X'V 'J t*> ^
The solution gives us:—
~g±L
/
f. /V# -y
44.
ns X J
p t/ e  ( £ )  v ,l t  8 h [ ^  y- 3 ^ 7  H  - //- g
s [■¥, + h  =  +
Solving these equations for statically inderminate quantities
we get, (9
7?
X  -
-T7" _ / ^ r S ( 4 f j t *s(4i£.)' F>
t <u
i£*■«£/ •*X.p^t ^•V 3
+  ( * & . )  - - « ( * /
3  >’
H 3  if,) _
j') *.
- >7
2 if 3 + « f i ) -
<3 )
i& . _ P Ir -r- 2 c
4 r '■f -* •a. (31)
M  =
3  I >  ( £ r i )  + 3  d  -& J> ]  ___ .
3  + s f f  W  * ( i g 0) ^ I W - * ( - £ ) *  s
? (- z - jh s)  ±  3 [(^ r 2) - ( ^ )  p i
3  +*(4 i:) +*(f*x)+ *&)-*(%)* s
?
Special Case. If we put l-j = Ig, we will get
V, -
H  =
.s’ + £ (7  To)ph i ‘ ) p  J
* - T  '/ + ^ / f  §-;j
)
V  =
, h X, \(~T xj p
/ + z  4- ^  ^C o
y
m  = f  h Z l )3 ( /  + ZXc)
PI /
(32)
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Reactions, Bending lloments and Position of Point of 
Inflection in Frames with Three Panels.
For the convenience of comparison, the results of the 
analysis for the foregoing four cases are arranged in tabular form 
as follows:—
T~ X aT
\, lF \ A3
17T11T_JT/_-7#rr- X,
1 , 7 r- 7 » -t , ir >7
&A7 3 &  /  5
i.\C
L—J
\
L
CCc?^ <z. / <=>
77 77-- 7 Trr
H
Hor r&acf/on 
at Column ends 4~n(Z>1r5mn)
•*
P i 2H (4  + S  n?n) P i
/
J2fi(itemn)p i
{_____
4 n JF T W m n )
K
Vert reaction
at Beam ends
____m n p 7
d {3 r5 m n )
m  n
4 (4  fSrn n ) P i
m  n p i m n& (/ tB/nn) 4-( 2+3/nn) P i
V
Vert. r<yaot/on
at Column ends
t~ J! m n
4- ( 3 + S m n ) Pi
s + It m r)
4  ( 4 + 5  m n ) Pi
7>+~7mn
<o (/+ emPi
4 JJJ2 U 1
4 -(B + 3 rrn ) Pi
Moment at 
0 t3d<Um ends
P C/ + Sm  n i8m n m
Moment at 
* * / Column ends
o i Pi4 P 3 non <2
P C
■2 +3m n /2>
/__  P C
2  + 3n>n rB
m 2
Moment at 
p o in t  2
-rn n
3  + S rn n
-mn Ply
4  -p S ^ n  4
- no n
/ P *2 no n 9
V _______ fry
2  + 2>mn <3
- no n /
a v Moment at
A L3 ‘ po/nt 3
~ / fr l^ - /3 r  J5 mn ^ _______  PC s4 + S-r»n 3
-/ P C , P C s/ dr 2 m n /£? 2  + 3m n &
m 4 Moment at 
p o in t d-
- Jjy e n n l
3+ 5rnn
4  13m P i -(3 +4mn) PC
4  + 5m n /2 3(/ + Bm n) - ( /+m”) PiB+3mn y
Mome.rH a+th&A t Center of3  Ms da! to Span / + 3*ito Pt3 + S m n  S >
4  -tdnn pt
4  + sm n 7 3  +/Q m3 (t+ am n ) b 4
/ F t S m n  p C  
2+3mr> 2 4
D istan ce  -from Coi.
r )  Pne, ~to The p o in t of ' '<? t rioh*"»nInflection mund. Beam
Otchance -from Co!
I me* to the point of 
°  inflection in mi a! Beam
l{l±\[Z )
2  V ! 1 s  -f5/7in I
J .
3 t-Snnn > iPf- §%SZ$ 'fyfESs: T‘3 (?+z>r*s))^ J
*  ™  = ±  '” * 4
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12. Trestle Bent with a Tie.— The following is an example 
of a rigid frame which may be used in trestle construction.
Case 18. Trestle Bent with Tie under Concentrated
Vertical Load. -
A
JC
The general conditional equations are as follows
/
M 3 M
E I ©//.
M 3 M
E l 3  Ht
M 3 M
E I 3 M 4
3/V
ea 3
‘ /V a / /EA -3H,
N 3 / V
J  E  A 'dM 4 "
The second terms are neglected as before.
The necessary quantities in the formation of the above equa­
tions are as follows:— (In this case, the special notation 
p = tanO, q = secO are used,) - 5
q  v
I ■ »—■■
lember I ,o& as0
am3 %
dtt 47
3
AD Io Vpy G> Hoy v$y p 0
DD' H - - ; «*)i-4 v 7 Q G +1
DB Io Vpy-Hoy-IIp ( i # 1! )+iI4 -y -(y-hx ) + 1
BC ) I2 . Vx—H 0 h 0—IIq. (ho—hq) +II4. ~ho ' — (h 0-hp) + 1
OB' V Vx—H 0h0—Hq (ho-hp )+M-P (x-i>)w o . -h 0 4h0-hp) + 1
:he conditional equations.are as follows :•
B jCc n * W Ay+
2 r L ~u  / 1
+  ^  j J [rx  -  HX- H, « -to-t Af+]JLx+ J ( « .< )+ ik-rft-i !)]4xJ*
f[T/>y-  t y - ( -#. +<*) <§+ flV x  - H o t- H fc 'O  ] j *
° *» «+ ^J [r* -H X -« ,(< * X ,)^ ~  r ( x -  £)]<& =
•/ to  M
2  ^° (,
0 2* ^
■f f [  Y X - X o f  — p t- h
^ t kto
Performing the integration of the above three equations we 
obtain the following expressions for H0 :-
t  [ ¥ - k * - k b t i k [  § £ ( ? - * ) + £ ] * A U [ ? * f r - * l g ~ '£ - ]
Ct:
r & J ,
H. [ t— tk +  ^ - 7+ AO f  *  A l - <  f f  ^  v A  J
,,+ .iA _ A L  /
+ A y +  t f . t j f g - t  - k J - A ^  + £  +  £ r j
—  [ ■ & £ < * - & t t r - g £ i A .
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Combining these three equations and solving for II-, we get:
H
(z-GK+srteb if -g/Tf/g/r-3 K){%) *
\p-efrtsK -K  * )~ -  + (e -  6 K + *K zy^ z y ,'a
[ H -lz K - t lz K -  3 / f ) ( % f +  ^ ^ + z ( / - Z K t ^ )  f4 k + iK i7 r e \
(/- K)[(s-+fr+K*)( *£)*+ (e- 7k) [ ^
H r
(Z>-2 K ) ^ f k )  Pi z - t 4 7 T ^ j ^ 3  & £ ) ]
0 - " ) [ ( W + < & & ] * .
Combining these two equations and solving for we obtain
the following expression:
? ( ? -  s k +4-K-K3)(^ x ) /jf) t C^-/0 T^~)(~ki)
k)LS J •( {^ T ^ p - - l°K + 8 K - 3 i()(^ J+  s (4 -  7K-t2K +Kf/-dVf) J^=f + 3 (e ~ 3 K )^
l + * ”(%)[*(%)+ ( * - * ) $ $ )  + * * ( % % ) + 3 ( % k ) J
Knowing the value of 11^  it is very easy to determine the 
stresses at any section of the frame. !Tow we will proceed to 
show that the above general equation reduces to equation (20) 
when hr, = h0 = h, and 10 = lg = lp; Substituting k = 1 in the 
above equation, we have
i&7 (33
•V
hi
4 d y + a H  \)■+2 ( j J e ) +3  )T ~ V
This is exactly the sane as equation (20).
49.
The following form for the expression of H4 is convenient to
use in practical computation: '
flitting lz  Jo_ a
3  k , I ,  M >
l,  lo
3  h * I , B
we have
M +  - 2 A (£ -  5H + + K-H ?)+ (4- /oK+ S l r z) A ' £ U
<' ? - / O K + 8 K - £ i r s + ( 8 -I 4 - K + 7 K -  K 3) B  + 2  ( 3 K + K * ) / l 8 ' ~ A
+ / \ f  j- - /o /< i-8 / f? 3/<3>+ 8 (4 -7 / t 'i-2 f i '* )B + z f/ - fr- / i'sJ/ l + 3 C z-3 /r)A B j j
___________________  A A  -l j l AI._____ P i  a
+ P  B + XA + S AB-t A^+^B+r'A (34)
re <4, / 3 , y , £ s ^ A  are the function of k and are 
plotted in the diagram:' 1 and 2.
After finding the values of 1.1^ we can successively determine 
the values for Hp and H0 using the following formulas:
H , =
[ 3 -^ /<)A AU {K-t(3-f<) B -fB/rA-f 3 Ab }^
U - K )  [  / + A ]  h £
Cp  - k ) t  A
(35)
(36)
Finding these values it is an easy matter to determine the 
stress at any section of the frame.


13. Build ing Construction with Several Stories and Humber 
of Panels.— In the actual building construction of reinforced
concrete, it is most common to use a 
y  continuous slab for floo-rs supported 
by a number of columns. The worst 
loading to produce bending in columns 
is, of course, an eccentric arrange— 
nent, as shown in the accompanying
Third FL
S P i
FTrshfl-
f <
f=~ o  6 FT
C B
b £
&'  <=?
f  '
ar
* ,
a a 
A A'
T  '
/
figure. The cross sections and there­
fore the moments of inertia of columns 
are ordinarily smaller than those of 
slabs. Accordingly, the bending moment 
of the floor slab (CBB'C') is greatly 
modified by the flexure of columns a, a', b, and b 1.
In present practice, attention is hardly paid to this point, 
and columns are assumed as rigid enough to resist the bending.
This may approximately be true for the columns in the lower stories 
where the columns have large diameters. But this is erroneous 
for the columns in upper stories, where the cross section of col­
umns is usually small, and serioiis bending stress will exist in 
the column due to eccentric load on the floor. The exact analysis 
is hardly possible owing to the fact that there are so many things 
to be entered in the formula. From a practical standpoint, it is 
easily understood that the bending moment in floor slabs,FDD'F' 
and BAA'S',due to the load on the floor BB' is very small and is 
inconsiderable.if the floors are of moderate thickness. This 
simply means that the columns a, a', b, and V  are practically
53.
fixed at A, A', D, and D' respectively. If floor slabs are not 
thick enough to keep column ends in fixed condition, then the 
end condition of column will, perhaps, be partway between hinged 
and fixed state. From these assumptions, almost exact analysis 
is possible as shown in the following. The resulting formulas 
can be used in the design of building constructions.
This is the case having nine statically indeterminate quan­
tities, but the condition of symmetrical loading greatly redvices 
the number of these quantities. In this analysis it is assumed 
.that the vertical resections at A and D (also at A' and I)'} are 
the same. This may be changed in actual cases, but no effect is 
produced on bending moments by this assumption. The following 
table was made as before:
T
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Member I M dUSilo a:3H2 5 LI dV!
AB, A'B1 * 0 01 -y 0 0
CB, C 'B ' ii O' 0 -X
BD, B'D' h -Egy 0 -y 0
BB' , 1 1 2 -Hohi-Hghg-Yxli+^-g2- ■PX*6OC -hi. -h2 -ll
Forming the conditional equations and integrating them we 
obtain the following results.
h(o A  ( 0  + 3^) + H2 ir* -h ^  .z2
-jf t- -+ /Y JZ
H . h i  + H .* > h  + T l ( g +  "  ~ r lx2 ' /2 I 2
J
)
' The solution of these equations gives us the following 
formulas,
K  =
/
-72 { 3
£ k4-r2 -To
y
H 2
r0
x
/ /??2
7Z L-s + *2 ft, _z3 Y ^ f f ] 4 ,
_ (61-^*6 ^ f>r,
3 + 3 +^j,¥ a >
Z2z, f=*Z2
3 + 3+ ^  * U 4- •
(37)
J
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Special 
we get,
Case a. If we assume that 1 = lp= 1^,
Ho = -
U =r
/ j=>7
/
4  /
H7n2
7T —  -
z [o + ^ z X; X 3 J
//-+-& 7,'X, + & fr2i,
~^T'
Hzh0 3 + 3
/
rQ
&i 
"
3  + 3  l x° + 3  ¥ t
^7/ 3-/ r?2'^ /
, a ^ = - T / ,
a
and Ip = Tg, then
C i’t'
(38)
&
~ H z h 2 .
Special Case h. If we, furthermore, assume that 
the form of frame will he
) X/ ! 1 n.f f it ____ JV___,
* 7  r - 7 !-717L
--<
0^ Jo
1-------- 1J
This is transformed to the case (13) 
formulas are as follows:—
and the
I3 = 0 , then
resulting
H  =
TT _
/ A/-f [ 3 + ]
6 //yxtK>
V
f-3 + ax-£ 3 - O
V
•0 —[3  + 5 J
O  ,
' 4 -
duo
These are exactly the same as the results obtained in Case(13
Special Case c. 
case in which 1 ]== 1 %
If we take up the exceptionally 
%  = h2. I0 = T1 = I 2 = I3*
= z p r P 1 ,H  =  -£
4 +
t~  £>z,<£ f
Therefore the lending moments at the joint B (1, 2
56.
special 
we have:
and 3) alr'e
_±pl2 respectively. 
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Case 20. Frame with Fixed Fnds.
quantities, Taut the condition of symmetrical loading greatly re­
duces the number of these quantities. Assuming that B and I ' do 
not change their original positions vertically and horizontally 
after deformation due to load, we have the following relations;-
x -  s t r  , ■
The necessary quantities in the formation of the conditional
equations are as follows :-
d, dll 3llMember i M a: : 0 a 111
AB, A'B' ” flJZ) ° 1
q_|Z
hl
0 0
BC, B'C' ii Llqd-^E)» ll
0 2_3x 0
* 1
BD, B'D' i \ 
2
0 0 q '2jL ho
BB' - 21I0- 2!i1- 2LI2-£f + ^ - 2 - 2 - 2
58.
Forming the equations for the work due to deformation and 
performing the mathematical operations we get the following equa—
t i ons, .
r f? ,  . 27zl . /y i -+ A /  =  ,
L tsz + -azZJ 1 m < *2 ,r'*  ’
M . m  + M  '
M . •=2
Solving these equations simultaneously we will get the fol­
lowing formulas for statically indeterminate quantities.
M ,-
M ,-
/ i -
Ai-
7,:=
/ /=>?*/z Z « + 2  E' T 3 f ?7, 3 2 2  ^ 2  3 - o / 2  ,/ . />&* /
2  +2 ZjJTo -+ ?/ 2Cl 
7 ZX, r/ 2
/ . EZ* y \ V
2  -+2 £2 X,7>, -t- zJkz* 3 + E^ *2  r 2 x3 / 2  '/ Eli / V NT2 ^  ^ -j. 7E,^ £ 2^Zo+ A i l7  2*°J ■ 4 - > * 4
/ ■ E^ / (3 9 ) *_L r?£ A, X> * Z, jr3 ~h I7  * X> J w >
( 4 %>+ 4 <& + 4  £z>*T+?(W E& /C? -h 7  4 , x.. + 7  £/ ^ 3 + (,TZ-7r2 x/ J " 8  '/ EE /
7l  [ ? .  7 *Z±1 / <'*-3 . £2±  76 -r? /,xi 7 ^  ' /
JA/*z *=
59.
Special Case a. If we assume that 1^ - lg = and in = lg 
we have the following formulas
M o
M ,
//.*■
/
Z ^3 
/
**■
T ?  4- ^ , p ~£T£x 7r* Z ^  -"z ^ r a ,jtc j
5  ^ #*5 j o ~£jr
? ^  ^ F«. /2 '
/ />r* >x7777  / ,'?^r
,^-Z> ^«T/ /F -
/
(40)
=-
/ ■M
f  P  -j- 5 fh JiL  4  p^ 2-^° 7 -4- 'Z *3 * fi.x3J
_  7  + +  ^  f e e ,  /
si*-1-' /tx
7 T « _ 5  v -  +  2V Z S  ^
727 ' r?*^9
M n ,~  -  ? M .  ,M ^ = - ^ A i, J  
M t . = - ^ M , . ✓
60.
Special Case b . If we, furthermore, assume that Ig = 0, 
then this is transformed to the Case (16), and resulting formulas 
are as follows
' t
M ,
M ,=
/
" z + 9 fk Z2 * •
7 )i' ,rio
-h 5^
7 oc» /2  >
hfo - &-# '4- 1
h/v =  e? ,
To = &
~ r, -
^  -t * -T/ %
7?*
Z Ui
2 +  * £
These are exactly the same as the results obtained in 
Case (16).
61.
Special Gaae c. If we consider the exceptional special 
case in which lp = lg = hp = ho, and I0 = Ip =. = Ig> then we
have:
f a  -Z8 ~ P 7'
- h r * f a  I T
/ S  P 7,TS= jrc
/
Therefore the bending moment at the joint B fl, 2, and 3) 
is _ 1  pit respectively. We can see that the bending moment in 
the column ends, say point 1 or 2 , is not very much affected by
the end condition, fixed or hinged, but is nearly the same in
both cases.
62.
14. Bridge or Viaduct with Three Spans.— In bridge or trestle 
construction across a long valley or wide stream a number of 
frames may be grouped together; three spans in a group are fre­
quently used, owing to the expansion provision. One* of the exam­
ples is. the reinforced concrete viaduct (2 0 0  meters long) near 
Stein (Beton u.Eisen, Feb. 26, 1913).
Rigidly connected frames with three spans, equal or unequal, 
may advantageously be used for bridges and viaducts of moderate 
spans.
ITO'analytical formulas have, to the writer's knowledge, been 
published at this time. The following analysis furnishes us 
with necessary formulas for practical application.
63.
Case 21. Frame with Three Spans, Finged Column Ends.
Uniform Vertical loads of Different Intensities.
The statically indeterminate quantities are Vp, Up, and H 0 
in this case. The following table is made as before.
M em b er i M ■
fliiII 
o
 
II : 
iM 
IJ 
<ow a i :
».H l
> K
3 T 1
D F, D ' P ' ' I o - H 0 y - y 0 0
F B , F ’ B' ' I I
_ t f  h .  2 p 1 l 1 + p o l 2  
0 2
n * *  - v , x  
2  1
- h 0 - X
AB I 3 -H x y 0 - y 0
b b ' I o —T-T 0 h — 1 "^* 1  ^ P?
( I p l o + i o X -
OLt
■X*)
-.-_ h - h
- h
The conditional equations are as follows:-
-  B ,{ [ - M +  x - J& '- T xJJx
=  o
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Special Case c. ■%-/ —  
"h r,
«- l —*, ft* ■<-l
Xt cmiiintiiiiiiiT
r.
!
H.____iL>'
1 y
l 0 ^
M
(  ' ?. < > • V/ <- t
Substituting the following values in the general expressions 
for IT and Vp, pp = 0, p2 = p, i0 3^  * Ig, and l1 = 12 = 1,
we have
T  =
______ L______ J d
■ f o + z - H , ) ■
3 + 7 A =>1=9
/ +  2 jh i ,1 ^ 3 ■ 6 '
/
/
These are exactly the same as the results obtained in Case
(15)
Special Case d. If we assume that Iq = Ip = Ig = Ig,
lo = hp, and Pp = Pg = P. we will obtain the following values
/
H ,=
2 3  6
- 2
Z ? 6 ■ p t >
<
CL ',(
J  *+ * uf^'
4.
T7 =_  ^
j -  =(.,- ^
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Case-22. Frame with Three Spans, Fixed Column Ends. 
Uniform Vertical Loads of Different Intensities.
The statically indeterminate quantities arej* *_Kp, M0, lip, 
and Vp. Using the relation between the horizontal thrusts and the 
end moments, • . .
,  M ,-
we have
M em b er I LI
II nuT* 
.1 ii11
a n  a  i i  
5 S 0 a  lip
D F, D 'F * l o +LI ( 1 _ h  _
o ( l - J Z )  0  h
F B , F 'B ' V - ^ ( P p l p ^ J x - V p X - ^ 8 . —X - 2  0
AB, A 'B * I 3 0  . 0  ( 1 -  %  h
B B ' * 2
, P l i H P S l 2 , n—2 k 0—2Lip—V p lp - r  ( g ) l p + ^ —~ x
. P 2 X‘O - l l - 2  - 2
6 8 .
Constructing the equations, solving for statically indeter­
minate quantities, and simplifying we v?ill finally get the follov/- 
ing formulas
M .
_ +  T T , ] ~  7 // >/2 A
, V
j /
J
u  „  z ^  + & ' 7 , T/■^ ^
/z z. ''
\V<
L\
7T- 'fir, fa+4 £ Ub W4 +_ m4--A
fir, ft ('+■£?} + + W' +lt>  H
y
+
4 - A (44)
3 jtio = + Wiljfl^  ^ /
.Z
■
A*'*' ;.
\ t j'i
H ,
...... ....~.. .~~....~ ..
M .  ^ y £ / > *  t g i - f i T ' [ ™ &  + * & ( ' - * & ] . , '
/? '  .....................................  .....A -  A-. a4/
Tf/iere^
A = 4 + Z h iz  y , h J±  .4 -£ J± .+J2 x ^  ~t~ * 4  7 ,^ 3  Ti X .- 2jj 1  •
/
K'
1
69.
Special Case a. Uniform load of equal intensity, equal 
length of spans, Ix = Ig, and I0 = l3 .
mriiiiiiiiim•x t 37 
/ — + — /■
3 . X„ X. X. ^
*■
/*/„ =
Tf 77
2 + ?> - £ ih
r,-j. 34.
.,4
//. =
H , =
/ v r i.
£2, /
/A’A
- P C>
-f=>72, y (45)
^  A
2 ± 3 ^ r k
_ J lJEl 7Jr*>
■4-y ^ f t ,
S
s
W /l* r e ~  A  -  -Y / c  -+  s ( ^ x 0 )  , 'y
Special Case b . Uniform load in the middle span, equal 
length of spans, Ip = Ig, and I0 = Ig-
7-3
X,
7­
M, /Y-
x,
3.
£jl
■ /7y. 3  5
frfo —
M -
t:  =
r x»
/zz .
b>7r
8+22 rXl +„ ( 5 i f
4- A  '
- £ Il . d iH  ✓
77-=, __ Z j i Syjxyp g
'° <$131 7 '
y H 0=~
h Xr7^ *0
(46)
/>*, - H r
fV/?erc A^-4- +  /c> -a _5 ( t j .  7
/+ A XT,
Z f - A - F 7> S
Special Case c.
70.
' k■
Putting IU-oo, Ip = Ig, 1^ = lg = 1, and pp = 0 in the
A/*'=
t f , =
T, =  
H , =■
A hZ
7
4 x 7
/
g formulas:
/  ^ 3
/
12
/
.t>7* y
y h •5
- p i ,
~ A 7 •
These are exactly the same as the results which were estab­
lished in Case 16.
Special Case d.
m., Hr \
K
M H0/
/ 7» Z
v * . .
fz'cz.
If we make 1 (3 = 1 2 = 1 2 = 1^, h = 1, and Pp = P£ = p, then 
we have:—
Mo = A — P 7 2 u  _ 5  * „72S ' ' H o  >
2 ._ l_ r?7*
228 r  , H , = f=>? .
r , = 76
71.
15. Square Frames under Horizontal Load.— Y/e have hitherto 
discussed the case-in which the load was applied vertically. It 
is frequently necessary to determine the statically indeterminate 
stresses due to a horizontal force, such as a wind pressure and 
the braking force of a locomotive. The method of determination 
of these statically unknowns is exactly the same as before. We 
will take up a few cases’as an illustration.
Case 23. Square Frame under Concentrated Horizontal Force.
✓
V.
The deflection at 3 differs from that at C by the shortening
of BC due to a direct stress, but it is very small in comparison
with the deflection due to the flexure of the columns. E is the
' Pkhonly statically indeterminate force, and V = .
The following table contains the necessary quantities.
Member I . M ad ll
AB Io
||! 
x&i
iil!I
-y
BC II
T„, pkh , -Eh + -h
FD *o Hy - Py y +y
DC Iq Hy — Pkh v/ +y

73.
Case 24. Square Frame under Uniform Horizontal load.
II is only statically indeterminate force in this case. 
Taking the moment of all forces about I), we have
V = SO t 
21
The following table contains the necessary quantities in
this case where the effect of the normal forces are neglected.
Member I M a
a n
AB O 
1—
1 (ph-H)y- PZ*o -7
CD ' Io Hy - y
BC •
* 1
(ph—E)h- _ 1 2^* x ** 2 1 -h
CDr*EH
1
equation of condition is as follows:-
74.
Solving for the statically indeterminate quantity E and
simplifying we have the following formula :-
ip M5t> + , /'
—
JTo ■*>
r r — 2 h  37
^  JT, a ’
=  — £  + 5
3  -a 2  7 -To
\>
i
(49)
The point of inflection in the column AB is found by solving 
the following equation:
o
where hj denotes the distance from A to the point of inflection.
he solution gives us the following results
°  i  r,
A x = /8 + " T ^  7
3  + 2 <7^<>
(5 0 )
If we take a simple case in which I0 = I^. h = 1, we have
29
111 = 0  o r  < © £ _
1 0
The position of the point of inflection the top beam is 
found by solving the following equation:
£ b ‘-  h a  -  7, -  «Z Zl
where 1  ^ denotes the distance from the point 3 . to the point of 
inflection, and the result of the solution is
P  . A 5 .  ^
r  _ 3  r  z  L— 7/ L* - ~^r L 3 ZJZ. ]L ■
1/  0 A ,
7 * .
(51)
For the simplest case where l0 = 1^, and h = 1, we have
9
1 -r qo 1I
75.
Case 25. Horizontal Concentrated Load on Square Frame
Having Two Spans.
that is to say H0, H f>Y0, Yq, U 0, and Mq, and Eg, Vg, and Mg are
expressed as follows:—
H 2= F * -  (r fo  + h / ,),
~n_ F> h  + Y ,Z ,-  (M ,+ t f * )V z _  _ _  —  ,
M2 = Tolo + v r -2 + Mo A f,-  /t/?.
The following table shows the necessary quantities to form 
the conditional equations when the effect of normal forces is 
neglected.
Member I M
lijj ^
\br?
I SB?
81!
at:
aH1 <*
* 
8 I It
a::
avi
an
ai.:0
I! ^
iro
AB *^0 K 0 — B0y -7 0 0 0 + 1 0
BD II no ~ H 0h-+ Y0x -h 0 +x 0 + 1 0
CD I3 III - Hqy 0 -y 0 0 0 + 1
LG
X 2
LIo^ IIq+Yo f l1 +x)+Yqx—H0h--Eqh -h —-h + (lq+x) +x .+ 1 + 1
FG *4 Mg-E2y=II0+Hi+V0 l0+Vils
+ i-IlQy-P (h-«-y) +y +y +1o + 1 2 + 1 + 1
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(D
The equations to be solved are as follows:— 
~  J (— /vf0 d y  — - h - f(/ jrf0 —  /-/o A  + T *X ) d xYT
■l.
-  l[M o  + A i,+  7T. ( l .4 * H  ]  d x
+ + M ,-hT.70+ 7 ;&  + f h f,y-  F=’ ( A + J ) ] y j j=  ,
- ( r '1
(2) = £ J[  'm *-t-M,+ y (? , + x ) -h v,x  - M f JJy
U> £  O
+ _/_ fCMo + M yTcL-h Th+ /-/0j -  -  i'j)]ydy —
V 4
(x ~b7, fc 'M.-Ht t+vx)* Jx + ~2 j[M>-+ M,+To (f,-hX)+-KX-/ycti-yrf](?l+x)Jx.
° rA o
-h yjr^ j CM„ X M/i- 71 To -t-~IT?2 + /-/o y-h /-Tty_  Tt -f-jf jJ d y  —
~ r7*
(4> -WI, C/rfo + A/, + Vo (7, +x) + Y x - J x  
° <
-f-ToTo-hV.Tz + t iy + ^ y -  = o /
/ f(M. -T/°y)dy -h^ y ffM0-h/*h+ToxJ[Mo+Af,tK(ty-x)+7;x
*/>
-  HoTi -hit T\] Jx + + 7\4, + V f* ®
S '  ^
(6) leijc M. + M, + tAI,+x)+ Yx- Y0y- Jx +e£iJ(MrH,y) Jy
+yf,-hYo 7+ V7Tz + /J0y-t- p ,Y -F C fi-h y )]J y  =  ^  .
The solution of these six equations will give us six sim­
ultaneous equations containing six statically indeterminate quan­
tities. The final results will be very complicated owing to the 
fact that there are so many constants in the simultaneous eouations
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Case 26. Water Tank or Reservoir.
s
/ v >  41.
In this case the statically indeterminate quantity is the 
bending moment (Mo) at the corner of the wall.
Therefore we have as before
Member
AB 
BC
I M
u +J2 1 2-X-J*
dll
51o
+1
+1
The conditional equations for a tank having n sides of 
1 -j and lo, respectively, are as follows:-
- £ r f / k  + & * - a
o o
The solution gives the following formula,
T 3 7* —
4 . . , - ,  r'  t4  a. £.
I  + t  2 ,Z
(52)
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Special Case a. Rectangular Tank (Fig. 42).
Putting 1-5 = 1 , lg = kl in the 
foregoing equation (52) we 
directly obtain the following
formula for the/squari) tank:
v 7
M , c—)
z + k '- ii
i+  k
£ L 2/z $ (53)
Special Case h . Square Tank.
In this case k = 1, and we have 
Mo = 7
The maximum positive moment at the center of the wall of 
the tank is . z
Mmtx. — ~ 2 ^ F ^
16. Deflection of Frame.— There are several methods of 
deriving analytically the formula for deflection of a member 
subject to flexure:
(a) by deriving the equation of Its elastic curve,
(b) by means of the work due to an auxiliary load of
unity,
(c) by analyzing its bending moment diagram, or by
me ans of area-moment s .
The first method is based on the well known relation between the 
radius of curvature of elastic line and bending moment. This
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method is commonly used by many authors on Strength of Materials. 
This is most convenient when the deflection at all points in a 
member is desired, but it is very laborious in all but the simplest 
cases like simple beams. '
The second method is more convenient when the general ex­
pression for the deflection at any definite point of a straight 
member is desired. The easiest and most flexible method of find­
ing the deflection at any definite point in a. member is the last 
one, area-moments, which was first enunciated by professor Charles 
E. Greene in 1873.*
To deduce the deflection formulas for frames, the method of 
area—moment will be used. Omitting elementary conceptions we 
know that the angle between tangents drawn at any two points A and
B (Fig.43) of the elastic member is the summation of d0 between 
those two limits, or if the member has the constant moment of 
inertia, ^
(f> =  f ^  .
W A
*See Michigan Technic, p. 21.
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Biit JM Jx  is the area of the moment diagram between two limits, 
it
and if this area is known and then divided by El, the result is 
the total change of angle, 0 , in radians.
To find the displacement of a point B on the elastic line 
from a tangent at A imagine that the portion AB, when in an 
unstressed condition, had the position AB' and that the point B ' 
has been bent around to 3 through a distance A  . The path from 
B' to B is, strictly speaking, not a straight vertical line, but 
in the case of engineering structures the curvature is very small 
and accordingly the path of B deviates but little from the right 
line. The elementary displacement catised by a bending of element 
dx is
and the total displacement of a member of constant cross section
where x is the distance from the centroid of the moment diagram 
to the ordinate B'. The product of the moment—area by its arm 
is called the area—moment and when divided by El is the displace­
ment x l of the point B from a tangent at A.
If the cross section of a member is not constant, the follow­
ing formula must be used • •
d A  ~xd0
is
Consequently a diagram of y is to be constructed, and 0 and ^  
can easily be found as before.
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A few examples of finding the deflection formulas will he 
given for the purpose of checking the observed deflections.
Deflection at the Center of Span of Simple Frame 
under Symmetrical Concentrated Loads.
Deflection at the center of span is as follows: 
.i
»x,=  ^ r X J/ v f Jx  =  ^  ) [ ( 2
=  ^  f g w -  r*+  - 2>  £ -
_________L-f-EL (j> lz- 6 G l  + <4-#*) -  /n*jr
~  E x , /** C & (54)
For centrally concentrated load,
(56)
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For xmiformly distributed load on the top beam,
This method of finding deflection can be extended to any 
frame in which statically indeterminate forces are otherwise de­
termined.
IV. DISCIJSSIOH OF HATUBE OF RESULTIHG FOEIIULA.
17. Relation between Horizontal Reactions in Symmetrical
Frame under Uniform and Concentrated Load.— It is interesting and 
important to note from the results of the foregoing analysis that 
there is a fixed relation between the horizontal reactions in the 
symmetrical frame under distributed and concentrated loads. To 
see this fixed relation we have selected a few cases as an illus­
tration.
Case
A.
J
A '
Horizontal Thrust at Column Ends,H 
(m=1 1 , n-2±)
I. 1
_ 3 _______
n (  12
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Case Torizontal Thrust at the Column Ends,H«
u'
a
J
C '
D
, \
rr 2i
P
'  If
1 -  7
V
* j
h
^ .................C J
H
~rr r 77T ">
T
J
___5 _____ J? L
n ( 2 + rnn )
Rn(z+rr>n) 3
i
n  (  /-+
1 _____ P .n  ( !-h 2 mn) &
3 _____  p7
4- run)' / 2
3 _______ R
n (3  + 4-m n) 3
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\7e have already stated that there is also a fixed relation 
between the horizontal thrust and the bending moment at the 
fixed column or beam ends, and the bending moment can be expressed 
in .terras of the horizontal thrust. The bending moment at any 
section of a frame is a. function of the horizontal thrust. There­
fore we may say that the statically indeterminate stresses in 
the symmetrical frame have a fixed relation unde? distributed and 
concentrated loads. ,
From the foregoing illustrations we can express the hori­
zontal thrusts at the column ends under a uniform and a single 
centrally concentrated load as the following forms:
Under uniform load //= K  fz  ,
Under centrally concentrated load H  = P  
. Where k is exactly the same in both cases, but varies as 
the form of frame. Therefore we can-directly write down the 
formula for the horizontal thrust in the frame under concentrated 
load if we know the formula for that in the frame under uniform 
load. Consequently the analysis of the statically indeterminate 
forces is to find out the form of a function.
How we will proceed to interpret why the horizontal thrust
has or as a factor. Talcing the moment of all forces about 
1 2  tx>the top cornerAof the frame v/e have for the bending moment at 
that corner:-
For Case A ^ 2 rvin II K / 2
For Case A' V -
3
-+ 2m>n
II K , P I  a  ,
For Case B
2
2 +rr\n / 2 12 ,
For Case B' t f -
2 . - E l __
a
P i  
~a~ ■
G5 .
It is a well known fact that when a beam is perfectly fixed 
at its ends, the negative Lending moments due to a distributed
load and a centrally concentra.ted load are -Ei* and Hi. respectively.
•We know, therefore, that the bending moment is obtained from the 
va.3,tie of the end bending moment of a fixed beam by multiplying by 
K, a coefficient which depends upon the form of the frame but is 
independent of the method of loading.
Now returning to the nature of the formula for the horizontal 
thrust at the column end of a frame, we will further notice that 
the above fixed relation between the values of the horizontal 
thrusts for a frame under a distributed load and a concentrated 
load still holds for the case in which a frame is subjected to a 
non-symmetrical load. The following simple frame will be suffi­
cient to show the statement.
Case. Horizontal Thrust at the Column Hnd,E .
____ 3 _____ =  Mr7fr+2rr>n) /Z '
3  f  .
/7 ('3-t-‘Zrrvnj Z* 2  n ‘‘
. 3 _____ e L  = a >
______ &£> lr- F
8 6 .
we, therefore, conclude that the coefficient K in general re­
mains constant for the same frame and is independent of the 
method of loading.*' This statement can easily he extended for the 
case of multiple concentrated loads, for in that ca-se the hori­
zontal thrust is a sum of the horizontal thriist due to an indivi­
dual concentrated load.
note:— It is seen that this statement still holds
for a non— symmetrical frame from CasesD and 1)'.
It will Le of interest to find the locus of y0, the point 
of intersection of the reactions with the load.
As is clear, E (Pig. 44} is a function of 1, h, I and P in 
a given case. In a complicated form of frame, there are, of 
course, many statically indeterminate quantities, hut E is an 
important one. The remaining statically indeterminates have 
always the same denominator as H. Therefore it is very inter­
esting to know the nature of H-
Since the moments at A and B (Pig. 44} are zero, we know 
that the equilibrium polygon for the load P must pass through 
these points. Taking the moments of E and Vq about the point C
we have:
V J a . — h /y ° — o / «/• TT*3-~ T T
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and Vp are known in this case when P and a are given, and
//- y
T -/ r .
Therefore we have
*  zM ~
JA =  ^  t _37 wr0 J .
or
(58)
This equation is entirely free from a, b, and p. Therefore yQ 
is a constant quantity for a given frame and is not changed by 
the change of the point of application of a load ?. Accordingly 
the locus of the point 0 is a straight line parallel to AB.
If we> take an example, in which — - = 1 and — ==• 1,
Io 1
Equation (5 8 ) enables us to determine the position of loads
for the maximum reaction and stress in any member.
The same method can be extended to any ca.se, remembering
that when a column is fixed at its end the point of application
of the reaction deviates from the neutral line of the column by 
11r: 1 where Hi is the end moment and Y-t is the vertical reaction at 
V 1 . 
that point.
8 8 .
18. Effect of Variation in iloment of Inertia and relative 
Height of Frame on Bending iloment in Horizontal IIember.— To see 
what effect is produced on bending moment by the relative variatioi 
of the moment of inertia of cross-section of members and relative 
height of frame itself, the following tables II to IV and dia— . 
grams 3 to 6 were made for several kinds of frames.
From the practical standpoint it is only necessary to con­
sider the bending moment at the center of the span where the load 
is applied eccentrically with respect to the columns to produce 
maximum moments and thrusts. Curves of the same nature as those 
shown in the diagrams can be formed for any kind of frames having 
the same kind of loading.
From the general nature of the curves shown we may draw the 
following conclusions:
1. The bending moment is rapidly increased from _Ii = q to
T " i „ x°
— 1 = 1 . 5  by the increase of ratio — 1 , but from that point the 
Io lo ,
increase is comparatively small.
2. The increase in height of frame has the same effect on
bending moment as the ratio — I.Io .
3. The variation in coefficient of bending moment is much 
wider in the frame hinged at ends of columns and beams than in 
the case of fixed ends.
4. By the fixity of ends the coefficient of positive bend­
ing moment is slightly decreased.
jL
5. In most common cases., where the ratio is not very far 
from 1 and — 1 varies from 1.5 to 3.0, the bending moment at theIo !center of 32>adodspan (case of equal spans) varies from —  to
of_.pl*, and may be briefly assumed as —— pi
it)
1 ^ 16 14
CO o •
TABLE II.
Coefficients of Bending Lloment for F rane w i th Iling e d End s .
Case
See Fig.
13.
2 1 . -
/^= ~ 
h i, - _
/ + tf
>r2
£  p i2
center
Bending moment at the
5  ■+ 
/ ~h 3
£x0 -X^, > 7 t r t *  (
/end of middle span
13 -t 8i ^
— Lending moment at the of middle span.
II /r, .
h
1
Io ' ■ 0 , 0 . 2 0 0.50 0.75 1 . 0 0 1.25 1.50
0.5
l/l2=
.0p33 .07,85 .0735 .0705 .0682 .0664 .0648
1 . 0 TT .0750 .0682 .0648 .0625 .0608 .0595
</ 1.5 If .0722 .0648 .0615 .0595 .0582 .0570
2 . 0 TT .0700 .0625 .0595 .05 77 .0564 .0555
2.5 TT .0682 .0608 .0582 .0564 .0554 .0546
3.0 Tf .0667 .0595 .0570 .0556 .0546 .0540 .
0.5
l/24=
.0417
r
.0465 .0515 .0545'
/ J
• 0 fiT6 8 .  0586 .0602
' " l- -
1 . 0 .0417 .0500 .0568 .0602 .0625 .0642 .0655
P 1.5
Tf  T f .0528 .0602 .0635 .0655 .0668 .0680
2 . 0 tT .0550 .0625 .0655 .0673 .0686 .0695
2.5 TT .0568 .0642 .0668 .0686 .0696 .0704
3.0 Tf .0583 .0655 .0680 .0694 .0704 .0710
*r
w 
o
A/-B 3.
V art'a f-zo n o-f Cb-e-F.
O Go
^ v h )
04-5
o.5 /J5JT, .tss.Voferfal
l/
y/w/r
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TABLE III.
Coefficients of Bending Foment for Frames with
Fixed and Hinged Ends.
14, -
See Fig. 22.
^  —  Bending moment at the fixed end of column —  * <Kl>C* '
M a — ” ” ” _, a/z
4+ 54*r  7z ~ f r  '
M c = 4-f “3 r 2 2
Z1- '  ■
o i
II
T0 'S 
^
sr 
^
;> 
f
h
1
0 0 . 2 0 0.50 0.75 1 . 0 0 1.25 1.50
0.5
1/24**
.0417 .0371 .0318 .0284 .0257 .0234 .0215
1 . 0 T? .0334 .0257 .0215 .0185 .0163 .0145
1.5 TT .0303 .0215 .0173 .0145 .0125 .0109
2 . 0 T l .0270 .0185 .0145 .0119 . 0 1 0 1 .0088
2.5 I T .0257 .0163 .0125 . 0 1 0 1 .0085 .0073
4.0 T? .0238 .0145 .0109 .0088 .0073 .0063
0.5
l/l2- 
. 0855 .0796 .0754 .0728 .0706 .0687 .0672
1 . 0 TT .0767 .0706 .0672 .0647 .0630 .0616
1.5 TT .0743 .0672 .0637 .0616 .0600 .0587
2 . 0 TT .0723 .0648 .0616 .0595 .0581 .0572
2.5 TT .0706 .0630 .06Q0 .0581 .0568 .0559
3.0 TT .0690 .0616 .0588 .0571 .0559 .0550
4
of Coeff' c/er~>/-~ T,
<3 73
- T ,X
70 7 0 7/br
)
OJ5 3- (/fa)
P ^ 5
o ,5 (5t o
' QTJ i\ ■
;I
-
-
JO,
JTo
93
li
i\II!!
J o 0 0 . 2 0 0.50 0.75 1.00 1.25 1.50
1/24= 
0.5 .0417 .0454 .049^ .0524
n! ■ \ 
.0545 .0563 .0578
1 . 0  " .0484 .0545 .0578 .0600 .0618 .0634
ar 1.5 " .0508 .0578 .0610 .0634 .0650 .0662
2 . 0  " .0528 .0600 .0634 .0654 .0668 .0681
2.5 .0545 .0620 .0650 .0669 .0683 .0692
3.0 " .0560 .0635 .0663 .0680 .0690 .0698
TABLE IY.
Coefficients of Bending Iloment for Frame with Fixed Ends.
Case 16.
Ouee Fig. 24.
At, =Bending moment at end the fixed = of column 2 + 3 S & / 2  - */> < !
= t " at the enti 
raiddle span
of =
beam
« /+ 4 i M ‘
2-h3& £  G
/te. _ n center of middle— r p 7
span Beam 2  + 24-
II
1
h
1
0 0 0.2Ci 0.50 0.75 .1.00..1.25 1.501/24= 
0.5 .0417 .0362 .0303 .0267 .0238 .0215 .0196
1 . 0  " 
1.5 "
.0322 .0238 .0196 .0167 .0145 .0128
.0287 .0196 .0155 .0128 .0109 .0095
2 . 0  " .0260 .0167 .0128 .0104 .0088 .0076
o r ;  i t .0238 .0145 .0109 .0088 .0073 .0063
3.0 " .0219 .0128 .0095 .0076 .0063 .0054
IS
/V-£j 5
l
p 7° C/4*)
95.
§
1j 
|lH
0... *....... 0 . 2 0 0.50 0.75 1 . 0 0 1.25 1.50
0.5
1 /1 2 =
.0833 .0798 .0757 .0732 .0714 .0700 .0686
1 . 0 f t .0774 .0714 .0686 .0667 .0652 .0640
1.5 f t .0745 .0686 .0658 . .0640 .0628 .0619
2 . 0 TT .0728 .0667 .0640 .0624 .0614 .0606
2.5 Tt .0714 .0652 .0626 .0614 .0604 .0598
3.0 f t .0702 .>0640 .0619 .0606 .0598 .0591
0.5
l/ 24= 
.0417 .0452 .0493 .0518 .0536 .0550 .0564
1 . 0 Tt .0483 .0536 .0564 .0583 .0598 .0610
1.5 It .0505 .0564 .05 92 .0610 .0622 .0631
2 . 0 Tt .0522 .0583 .0610 .06 26 .0636 .0644
2.5 Tt .0536 .0598 .0624 .0636 .0646 .0652
3.0 Tt .0548 .0610 .0631 .0644 .0652 .0659
19. Effect of Variation in Moment of Inertia on Bend ing
Moment in Vertical Member♦— To see the variation in bending
moments in column ends due to the variation of moment of inertia
of cross section of columns, several values of and pr are
computed for various values of moment of inertia^ for the Case 20.
In the following computation, the.heights and spans of frame
are asstuned thus:
hi = hg, and Ip = lo = 2hp,
and consequently ^ 1= 0.5, — 1= 1 , and — 2= 0 .5 .
1 h 2 1
The simplified formulas are given in Table V.
TABLE V.
Coefficient of Bending Uoment at Column Ends.
Case 20.See Fig. 29.
Uhl - bending moment at the top of lower column,
2 -a /.5 ^  y- —X0 - r - _ •
^hg ~ bending moment at the foot of upper column,
2  -h /.5 -t- 2
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I0 JI, - ■
13 • 
Io JT frc
0.4 0 * 6 00•0 1 . 0
1.5 .0330 .0306 .0285 ^ .0267
2 . 0 .0287 .0269 .0253 .02382.5 ^.0255 .0240 .0227 .02153.0 .0228 .0216 .0206 .0196
Ii 3 -
I3 xcd
3.75 .0132
r
.0153^ .0165 .0173 l3.33 .0139 .0162 .0175 .01853.13 f -12J 
3.00 v-— .
.D±42> .0167 .0181 .0192^ 0 1 5 $ .0170 .018:5 .0196
These results are plotted in the diagram
It is easily seen from the diagram that comparatively higher 
bending stress will exist at the top of lower column than at the 
foot of upper column in actual structures. It is also seen that 
the bending moment due to the variation of ratios of moment of 
inertia varies widely in case of lower column while it is very 
slight in upper column.
Therefore sufficient attention should be paid on this matter 
in the case of the design of a structure.
JL
o
0 2 6
.0 /
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TABLE VI.
Coefficients of Bending Foment for Frame with Hinged Ends.
Case 21.
Special Case t. .
(See Fig. 32)
Up— Bending 
Mq— Bending
- P P *
moment at the end of middle span he am 
moment at the center of middle span team -
I IIn
h
1
0 0.20 0.50 0.75 1 . 0 0 1.25 1.50
0.5 1 /1 2 =.0833 .0739 .0711 .0689 .0672 .0658
1 . 0
!T .0689 .0658 .0634 .0620 .0605
1.5 1? .0656 .0625 .0605 .0591 .0580
2 . 0 t? .0634 .0605 .0587 .0573 .0565
3.0 IT .0607 .0579 .0565 .0550 .0547
0.5
l/24= 
.0417 .0511 .0539 .0561 .0578 .0592
1 . 0 !? .0560 .0592 .0616 .0630 .0645
1.5 ! f .0594 .0625 .0645 .0659 .0670
2 . 0 Tf .0616 .0645 .0663 .0677 .0685
3.0 TT .0643 .0671 .0685 .0700 .0703
V
I D / Dram A / °  T
.OyO
(t~&)
{r t f )
h h )
o.j5 / . S 3,pZp2T,
100.
TABLE VII.
Coefficients of Bending IIoment for Frame with Fixed Ends.
Case 22.
Special Case b. *
(See Fig. 35)
Bending moment at the end of middle span beam =w * +8( ? “{1 4 7'■ to(4%)+ 5(f*pZ
M = Bending moment at the center of middle span beam =
= /*/<
Ml= Bending moment at the fixed end of column /+
4+<o(Z±)+5(g J2 +
4-+/° j £ + 6
cL
II
I0
-r / •-nr c­
___ - .
h
1
0 ' 0.20 0.50 0.75 1 . 0 0 1.25 1.50
0.5
l/l2=
.0833 .0758 .0732 .0711 .0694 .0680
1 . 0 I? .0711 .0680 .0650 .0640 .0626
1.5 TT „ .0680 .0648 .0626 .0610 .0597
2 . 0 TT .0658 .0626 .0605 .0592 .0580
3.0 TT .0626 .0598 .0580 .0567 .0559
0.5
1/24=
.0417 .0492 .0518 .0539 .0556 .0570
1 . 0 TT .0539 .0570 .0592 .0610 .0624
1.5 TT .0570 .0602 .0624 .0640 .0653
2 . 0 IT .0592 .06 24 .0645 .0658 .0670
3.0 I I .06 24 .0652 .0670 .0683 .0691
A
r <
1 0 1 ,
II Je c ' h■nlo Xk£..._. , 1
0 0 . 2 0 0.170'“ ' 0.75 ' 1 . 0 0 1.25 1.50
0.5 .0417 .0305 .0271 .0244 . 0 2 2 2 .0204
1 . 0 1! .0244 .0204 .0176 .0154 .0138
1.5 rt .0204 .0165 .0138 .0119 .0105
2 . 0 i t .0176 .0138 .0114 .0097 .0084
3.0 n .0138 .0105 .0084 .0071 .0061
e/ ^2^
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PART II.
V. MATERIALS, TEST FRAMES, AND METHOD OF TESTING.
20. Scope of Teats.— The investigation described in this 
part of the thesis was taken up with a view of determining exper­
imentally:
(1) The elastic action of the reinforced concrete
frames under external loads;
(2) The amount and the distribution of stresses in
the steel and concrete and over the cross section 
. of members;
(3) The continuity of the composing members of a frame;
(4) The critical point of failure;
(5) The reliability of a reinforced concrete frame;
(6 ) The applicability of the theoretical formulas in
• the design of frames;
(7) Something of the information relating to the design
of reinforced concrete frames.
To do this the eight specimens of five different types of 
the reinforced concrete frames were designed according to the 
theoretical analysis and were made ih the latter part of the year 
1913 in the laboratory of the University of Illinois. The tests 
were carried out in January, February, and March 1914. The ex­
perimental results were then worked out. In planning the tests 
the relation of the various phenomena was kept in mind, and the 
results are discussed and compared with the theoretical values.
21. Materials, Test Frames, and Method of Testing.—  
Materials.— The materials used in making the test frames were

TABLE VIII
TENSILE STREHC-TE OF CEMENT.
Ultimate Strength, 15. pe r s<£.in.
Ref.
No.
- Heat Cement rrs Forte r with Ottawa Sand 1 :3 Mortar with Building Sand
Age 7 days Age 28 days Age 7 days Age 28 days Age 7 days
Age
28 days
Percent 
of 7/ater''^ *5 25.3 24.5 25 .3 9.6 9.7 9.6 9.7 9.7 9.7
1 600 545 685 655 230 2 0 0 275 290 260 340
o 570 545 740 635 2 0 0 2 0 0 300 355 265 340
3 600 595 655 695 190 2 1 0 280 345 245 355
4 590 560 685 640 2 1 0 2 0 0 270 340 255 375
5 — 560 640 675 230 280 295 270 355
Average 530
-4ft
561 681
<rP-
660 2 1 2  2 0 2
>01T
281 325 279 353
106
TABLE X.
DATA OF FRAMES.
— Span length Cross Section Longitudinal Reinforcement Stirrups nominalFrame 0 . to c . Column (Top] Beam (Center) HeightAt Top At Bottom Column Beam Descrip— Per Descrip­ Per Descrip-- Spac­ ofDo. ft.- in. jl • — i n • in.x in. in.x in. tion Cent tion Cent tion ing Frame 
ft.— in
1 6 - 0 6 - 0 8 x 1 0 8 x 1 1 1 3 - i-in. 0.82 4 - |-in. 0.98 none ___ ... . 4 — 6
2 6 - 0 6 - 0 8 x 1 0 8 x 9i4  4 3 - 1-in.OL/ 0.82
. 1 .4 - --xn. 1.23 *l/4—in, rA*3j&6 • 6 - 0
3 6 - 0 6 - 0 8 x 1 0 0 x ll| 4 _ i-in.OLi 1.09 4 — i-in. 2 0.98 none — 4 - 6
4 6 - 0 6 - 0 8 x 1 0 8 x 9 -4_
. 1 .4 - g-m. 0.82 4 - i-in. 1.23* l/4-in. * 3§&5 6 - 0
5 3 - 6 6 - 0 0-y x si
2 p
„ 1
0"2 x 1 7 8  
-1
4 — i—in.oLl 1.28 4 _ i_in. 4 1.30 1/4-in.
gl
2
9 - 0
6 6 - 0 6 - 0 8 x 1 0 8 x ll4  4 
"1
3 - i-in. 
2
0.82 4 — i—in.
2
0.98 none 4 - 6
7 6 - 0 6 - 0 8 x 1 0 8 x 11-7 4 — 2— in. 1.09 4 - i-in. 0.98 none ... — ■ - 4 - 6
8 °4 - 8 c4 - 8 8 x 8
4
8 x lli 4
2
4 - i— in. 
2
1.40
OLi
1— in. 
2
0.98 l/4-in.H'From 3 to l l
C
i r ol ;2 E-2j
r.♦Double loop.
\ - O  ''Three equal spans.
* Only used in the middle span.
All reinforcement of plain round barn. 
All concrete of 1— 2—4 mix.
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Concrete.— lien skilled in making concrete were employed in the 
work. Care was taken in measuring, mixing and tamping to secure 
as uniform a concrete as possible. All of the concrete was made 
of the proportions 1 of cement, 2 of sand, and 4 of stone by 
volume. The mixing was done with a concrete mixing machine.
Steel.— The reinforcing bars were plain round rods of open hearth 
mild steel. Test pieces were taken from the test frames after 
the test. Table 9 gives the results of the tests.
Test Frames-- Five different types of frame were selected for the
tests. The cross section of various members varied from 8 x 8  in. 
to 8 l/2 x 17 3 / 8  in. The length of span of the frames was 6 ft. 
on centers except Frame No. 8, which had three spans of 4—ft., 
and 8-in. The height of the frames varied from about 5 ft. to 
about 10 ft. The general arrangement of the bars and details 
are shown in Fig. 43. .
' TABLE IX.
TENSILE TEST OF STEEL.
Nominal
Size
inches
Yield Point 
lb. per sq.in.
Ultimate 
Strength 
lb. per sg.in.
Percent 
Elongation 
in 8 in.
1 /p ±/ ^ 36 200 55 100 26.3
TT 36 200 ' 54 200 26.9
I T 36 900 54 700 28.7
T 36 700 54 600 26.9
Tf . 37 700 54 200 25.0
TT 37 400 55 900 30.0
/) is &r & j 4L-
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Care was taken in designing the test specimens to secure the
m
continuity of connected members and to develop the high bending 
stresses in the columns and beams a.t nearly the same time. The 
ends of the steel reinforcing bars were bent in hooks in the case 
0 1 the fixed columns at the ends. Continuous bars from 'one end 
to another were used for all frames. Several bars were welded 
and these welds were located at the point where the bending mo­
ment was very small.
In the frames with stirrups, U-shaped or double U-shaped 
stirrups were used. They passed under the longitudinal bars and 
extended to the top of the beam. The size and spacing of the 
stirrups are given in Table X.
The radius of the bends of the main rods was about 5 in.
linking of the Frames-- It was hoped to make the frames in
a vertical position, similar to that in practice. There was a 
little difficulty in doing this and more expense was needed to 
build the forms. Instead, all the frames were built directly 
on the concrete floor of the laboratory in a horizontal position 
with a strip of building paper beneath the forms. The forms were 
generally removed after seven days, and the frames were lifted 
from the horizontal position after thirty days and were kept in a 
vertical position in the laboratory until the date of test.
Storage.— The frames were left in the concrete mixing room 
until the date of test. They were dampened every morning for two 
weeks after making to prevent too rapid drying, and were dampened 
occasionally after that time. The temperature ranged from 55° to 
70c F.
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Linor lest Pieces.— Tests were made on 6-in. cubes from the 
concrete used in the frames. The results are given in Table XI.
In addition to this,tests were made on concrete cylinders 0 in. 
in diameter and 16 in. long.to give a means of judging of the 
modulus of elasticity of the concrete used in the frames. The 
results of cylinder tests are shown in Diagrams from 10 to 13.
liethod of Testing-- The methods of loading and the bedding
of the plates for the different frames are shown in Fig. 45 to 
49. The specimens were tested in the 600 000-lb. Riehle testing 
machine in the Laboratory of Applied Ilechanics of the University 
of Illinois. Deflections were read on some of the frames. The 
deformation of the steel and concrete were measured at the var­
ious parts of the frames.
Extensoneters and lie thod of -'ensuring Deformation and De­
flections-- Extensometers of the Derry type, modified at the
University of Illinois, were used iii measuring the deformations. 
With these instruments, the deformations as small as from .0000167 
in. to .00005 in. can be measured directly with considerable 
accuracy. The method of using these instruments is described in 
Bulletin ITo. 64 of Engineering Experiment Station of University 
of Illinois, and in a p&per, "The Use of the Strain Gage in the 
Testing of materials," Proceedings of American Society for Test­
ing Materials for 1913. Variation in temperature is sufficient to 
cause a change in the length of the instrument. Hence observa­
tions on an unstressed standard bar of invar steel were taken for 
the purpose of making temperature corrections. Small steel plugs, 
about 1 inch long, were set in plaster of paris in the concrete,
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where the concrete deformations were to he measured. Small gage 
holes, .055 in. in diameter, were drilled in the reinforcing 
bars and in the steel plugs. Two sets of initial readings were 
taken before the application of load. A complete set of the ob­
servations oi the deformations was taken at each increment of 
load. Temperature corrections based on the linear variation of 
the time were made to get the final results, and the stresses 
due to che load were deduced, from them as described in the papers 
above referred to.
Method of Loading.— To develop high stresses in the beam 
and in the columns nearly at the same time one-third point load­
ings were used for many of the frames. In frame ITo. 5 the cen­
trally concentrated load was used to develop as high a flexural 
stress in the columns as possible.
In frame ho. 8 in order to see the effect of the eccentric 
load on the adjacent spans and at the same time to produce high 
bending stresses in the middle beam and in the column, a uniform 
load on the middle span was selected.
*
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TABLE XI.
COMPRESSIOH TESTS OF 6-IB. CUBES.
1:2:4 Concrete • -
Frame
Ho.
Age at 
Test 
days
Maximum Load 
lb.per sq,.in.
Frame 
Ho.
Age at 
Test 
days
Maximum Load 
lb.per sq_.in.
1 64 1780 5 61 3070
1 64 1750 5 61 3100
1 64 1680 5 61 2500
Av. 64 ^ 1740 Av. 61 : 2920
2 62 -2210 6 62 2605
2 62 2250 6 62 2445
2 62 2540 6 62 2510
Av. 62 ^ 2330 ' Av. £ o V D 2520
3 73 2860 7 60 2140
3 73 2820 7 60 2390
3 73 2840 7 60 2220
: ! r
1
1 73 / 2840 A v . 60 2250
4 66 ^ 2600 8 63 3288
, 4 66 2580 8 63 3900
4 66 2570 8 63 3653
Av. 66 2500 Av. 63 3614
N- /O.
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YI. EXFEP II.IE1IT A 1  D A T A .
22. Explanation of Tables, Diagrams, Drawings, and Photo­
graphs— Table X I I  contains.data of the tests of the test frames. 
All other tables are self-explanatory. The loads given in the 
tables are the loads applied by the testing machine, and do not 
include the weight of the frame itself. The load at first crack 
is the load noted when the first fine crack was observed during 
the test. The ultimate load is the highest load applied to the 
specimen just before the load carried began to decrease slowly. 
The maximum tensile and compressive stresses in Table 12 are the
highest stresses observed at the points specified. The vertical
Vshearing stress was calculated with the ordinary formula ¥ = bd '
where v represents the vertical shearing stress in the concrete,
V represents the total v e r t i c a l  shear at the end of the beam, b
is the breadth of the beam, and d_' is the distance from the center
of the steel to the center of compression in the concrete. The
Ybond stress in the beam was computed with the foimula u = mod '
where u is the bond stress per unit of area on the surface of 
the reinforcing steel, m is the number of reinforcing bars, and 
0 is the circumference or periphery of one reinforcing bar. The 
values of d' were selected with reference to the amount of rein­
forcing steel and the modulus of elasticity of the concrete.
The diagrams, drawings, and photographs are self-explanatory
26 . Phenomena of Frame Tests— As may be expected, in rein- 
’orced concrete members, the tensile stresses in the steel was
frame AgegLIethod First
GEHERAL RESULTS' OF TESTS OF FRAI.1ES,
Load atjl'aximum Load Ultimate
at Which Load at
Ho. days! of Crack | Deformation Failure] ____  _ .
f Loading pounds Was Treasured i pounds/'Center End's Rent' up 'Voeiit’ 
L., pounds _J / of Top of Top Bar in In "
Maximum Stress, Ih. Tier sq_.in.
Tensile Stress { Compressive Lie r 11 cal. (]3 ond. 
in Steel Stress in Concrete;Rearing1' stress
er rJS tress in Topof Top In in Top
Beam Beam Bean Columd Beam Column j Beam
Beam
, Concentrated?1 63 i Loads at 12 000 36 000 Third-point I ■ •!
o .0 Concentrated n ,, nnn2 62 Load at 8 000 14 000Center
Concentrated3 63 Loads at 21 000 46 000Third—point
4 63 do. 10 000 30 000
Concentrated
5 61 Load at 40 000 100 000
Center .
Concentrated6 50 m. Load at 10 000 36 000Third-point
7 62 do. 21 000 46 000
Uniform Load
8 61 over 45 000 60 000H
Hiddie Span
32 900 20 900
000 21 700 35 200 3320* 3130* | . 266 1333
12 300 3040* 1570 124 159
03 O O 15 700 23 000 1500 3050 326 415
800 27 600 2590 2920 267 340
700 11 800 — 12200° 425 503
400 10 300 27 000 2750 3840* 253 323
500 18 100 30 200 3700* 4130* 323 413
; 20Ci _ 14 700 2540^14700° 425 540
* ITot reliable, elastic limit exceeded. t Hot
° Steel stress in compression side of column. >r Str
 maximum load.
ess at the part one inch distant £ 
from extreme fiber. 9°
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very small at low loads. Undoubtedly this effect was largely due 
to the ability of the concrete to carry tensile stress. As soon 
as the concrete on the tension side of the member was sufficiently 
stretched, a vertical tension crack formed on the part under­
neath the load and then a crack formed at the side near the junc­
ture of the column and the beam, in most cases. After the forma­
tion of these cracks, the tension in these parts is taken mainly 
by the reinforcing bars. As the loads were increased the cracks 
developed and new cracks appeared on the tension side between the 
points of application of the load on the beam, and horizontal 
cracks formed at regular intervals in the columns.
The tensile stress due to the negative bending moment at the 
juncture of the beam and the column was small, and tension cracks 
did not form in many frames until the high loads were applied.
The bent up bars in the beam came into action as soon as tension 
cracks formed at the vicinity. Tensile stress, as high as 22,000 
pounds per square inch, was developed. The tensile stresses in 
the steel at the fixed ends of the columns were rather low. rihe 
tensile strength of the concrete in this part apparently reduced 
the tensile stress in the steel. .
High compressive stresses were developed in the concrete at 
the top of the columns, and the maximum compression was observed 
along the sharp corner at the juncture of the beam and the columns, 
as might be expected. This is due to the curved beam action at 
that rigid, joint. In all frames the maximum load was higher than 
the load expected.
The location of the cracks is shown in Photographs Mo. 2, 3,
4, 5, 7, 8 and 9.
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View of Frame No. 1 under Testing Machine.
Photograph No. £
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\View of Frame No. 3
Hro03
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Photograph No. 6
View of Frame Ho. 5 under Testing Machine
View of Frame No. 5
View of Frame Mo. 6
Hro
<1

Photograph ho. 10
- ;• ■ a » ... O  0
View of Frame ho. 8 tinder 
Testing Machine.
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View of Frame No. 8 under 
Testing Llachine.
Detail of Frame. /V9 e.
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The general phenomena of the teat of the individual
frame are given in the following brief notes.
Frame TTo . 1 f (Fig . 45).— Square frame with supported column
ends, nominal span length 6 ft. Total height 5_ft. g in. Loaded
at the one—third points. At 12,000 lb. the first fine crack
appeared at the part directly under the load and extended from
the bottom vertically 2 in. to the level of the reinforcement.
At the same load the first noticeable cracks appeared, one in the
outside edge of the column on a level with the bottom'surface of
the beam and one at 2 ft. 5 in. from the bottom of each column
end. These cracks extended in to the steel. At 18,000 lb. the
old cracks had extended to a point 5 in. from the edges, and three
new cracks appeared in the beam directly under the left side load
point. At the same load new cracks in the column were formed at
the place where the vertical steel was bent diagonally toward the
inside of the columns and extended to the steel. At 24,000 lb.
the cracks ih the beam extended vertically up to the center of
the beam depth and new cracks appeared at the place where the
longitudinal steel was bent up. At the same time the cracks in
the column extended inward and new cracks were formed in the left
hand column. These cracks extended inward as the load increased.
Fo crack appeared in the top side of the beam .until the load was
increased to 36,000 lb. At that load cracks appeared 8 in. from
the top corner of the frame and extended vertically. The'frame
carried 40,500 lb. and the load was held for a few minutes and
then dropped very slowly. The cracks were well distributed in
the tension zone of the frame and no crack due to diagonal tension
was formed. The frame failed by tension in the steel of the top 
beam.
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Frame ITo. 2 , (Fig. 46).— Special Frame with supported column 
ends, nominal span length 6 ft. Total height 6 ft. loaded at 
the center of the span. At 8,000 lb. two cracks appeared '2 in. 
on each side of the center of the top beam and extended upward 
2 in. and 3 in. respectively. At 12,000 lb. these cracks had 
extended v e r t i c a l l y  6 in. from the bottom surface of the beam.
A new crack appeared at the right hand inside the first corner 
10 l/2 in. from the center of the beam and extended diagonally 
toward the load point. At the same load four new cracks appeared 
at both shoulders 6 l/2 in. inward from the top corners of the 
columns and extended toward the centers of the rigid joints. At
14,000 lb. the cracks had extended. Unfortunately the column 
on one side slipped abotit l/4 in. outward due to the lack of 
enough friction to resist the horizontal thrust at the support. 
However, satisfactory information we.s obtained because' very high 
tensile stress (32,900 lb. per sq.in.) had been developed at the 
center of the beam before the slipping occurred.
Frame ITo. 3, (Fig. 47).— Square frame with fixed column 
ends, nominal span length 6 ft. Total height of the frame from 
the fixed column ends 4 ft. 11 in. Loaded at the one—third 
point. ZTo noticeable cracks appeared until 21,000 lb. were 
applied. At this load three cracks formed in the top beam and 
extended about 4 in. upward from the bottom surface of the beam. 
Several cracks appeared in both columns at this load. At 30,000 
lb. the cracks extended further and new cracks formed in the beam 
and columns, and one crack appeared at the end of the beam near 
the extension of the inner face of the column. The cracks in the
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."beam,were located "between the p>°in"fcs of loading and no cracks 
were seen outside of these points. Two cracks due to the negative 
"bending moment at the end of the beam near the extension of the 
inner face of the column were developed. The cracks in the upper 
part of the columns were located within 14 in. downward from the 
extended line of the "bottom face of the beam. No crack was ob­
served at the fixed ends of the columns. The frame carried 60,000 
lb. and the load was held for a few minutes, then dropped very 
slowly, and there appeared to be no danger of sudden failure. No 
diagonal tension crack appeared in the beam, and the frame failed 
by the tension in the longitudinal steel of the beam.
Frame No. 4, (Fig. 46)--Special frame supported at the
column ends. Nominal span length 6 ft. Total height of the frame 
6 ft. 3 in. from the supported end. Loaded at the one-third 
points. At 10,000 lb. the first noticeable crack appeared at the 
left hand inside top corner, and extended 2 1 /2 in. upward. At
15,000 lb. two more cracks appeared in the horizontal beam between 
the loaded points. At the same load two cracks formed around the 
rigid joint between the right hand column and the beam. The 
cracks extended further as the load increased, and several new 
cracks appeared in the beam and columns. Accidentally the frame 
was built slightly out of , form, as shown in the accompanying 
sketch, and-more stress was thrown to the right hand column than
to the other. The distribution of the 
cracks shows this clearly. The frame, 
however, carried comparatively high load 
(50,000 lb.). The frame failed by ten­
______________________________
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sion in the steel in the horizontal beam and at the rigid joint 
between the columns and the sloped beam.
Frame no ♦ 5, (Fig. 48).— Trestle bent with a tie. Span 
length center to center at the supported column ends 6 ft. Total 
height, from the base to the top of the frame 1G ft. 1 l/S in. 
Loaded at the center of the top beam. The cross section of top 
beam 8 l/s x 16 in. and column section 8 l/S x 8 l/2 in. At
40,000 lb. the first two noticeable cracks appeared under the load 
point of the beam. One extended 5 in. end the other 3 in. from 
the bottom face of the beam. At 60,000 lb. three additional'cracks 
appeared in the beam and the middle one extended as deep as 9 in. 
from the bottom face of the beam, -hese cracks had extended 
diagonally almost to the top of the beam. At 100,000 lb. the 
first cracks in the column appeared in the right hand column at 
its connection with the beam. At 140,000 lb. other cracks appearec 
in the same part of both columns. At this load a crack suddenly 
occurred at the right hand rigid joint between the tie and the 
column with a. breaking sound. The frame carried 146,000 lb. and 
the load gradually dropped. The maximum load was controlled by 
the failure of the top beam which failed by tension in'the steel 
reinforcement.
Frame To. 6, (Fig. 45)-- Same as Ho. 1. Third-point loading.
At 18000 lb. four noticeable cracks appeared, two of them under 
the load points, one near the center of the beam, and one at the 
xipper part of the right hand column. a„t 24,000 lb. the cracks 
extended further and the additional cracks appeared in the beam 
and columns at regular intervals. At 30,000 and 36,000 lb. new
___________________________________ ___________________________________________________________
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cracks appeared in the bean where the longitudinal bars were 
bent up and these cracks ran diagonally almost to the load points. 
Ho crack appeared on the top side of the beam ends. The frame 
carried 46,000 lb. and after a few seconds the load dropped 
slowly. 'Hie frame failed by tension in the longitudinal steel 
in the beam.
Frame Ho. _7, (Fig. 47).— Same as Ho. 3. Loaded at one— third 
points. The first noticeable cracks appeared at 21,000 lb., three 
in the beam and three in the columns. At 30,000 lb. the cracks 
had extended further and two cracks due to the negative bending 
moment appeared at the ends 8 in. from the outside face of the 
columns. At the same load three cracks formed in the bottom half 
of the beam. As the load increased the crack, located on the
outside of the left hand load point, extended diagonally almost
# ‘ ,to the load point., and the cracks at both ends of the beam extended 
vertically downward nearly to the bottom side of the beam. The 
ultimate load carried by the frame was 61,000 lb. At this load 
sudden failure took place at both inside corners of the lower ends 
of the columns and the cracks extended horizontally and vertically 
almost through tlxe concrete base and almost through the columns. 
This fact shows that the considerable positive bending was devel­
oped there. The frame failed by tension in the longitudinal steel 
of the top beam and also at the concrete base.
Frame Ho. 8 , (Fig. 49).— Frame with three spans. Span lengths 
4 ft. 8 in. center to center. Total height of the frame 6 ft.
7 l/4 in. Uniform load on the middle span. Ho cracks were seen 
until the load had reached 45,000 lb. At this load three cracks
____________________________________________________________________
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appeared in the middle span and one on the top side just outside 
of each intermediate column. The former is due to the positive 
lending moment and the latter is due to the negative moment as 
might he expected. These cracks were located symmetrically and 
they extended vertically about 6 in. At 60,000 lb. they extended 
deeper. The frame was subjected to this load over 20 hours, 
but the fall in the applied load was only 300 lb. This shows that 
the frame was still strong enough to resist the external load.
At 75,000 lb. several new cracks appeared at both ends of the 
top beam and also in the upper part of the intermediate columns.
At this load the steel reinforcement at the bottom of the middle 
beam was stressed in tension beyond the elastic limit of the 
steel. The frame, however, carried the load in good condition 
and the highest load was 134,000 lb. At this load the crack at 
the center of the middle span was opened considerably and the 
steel at this part was scaled, and showed, the failure by tension 
in the steel. At the same time the concrete at the top of the 
intermediate columns was crushed. Also the concrete base was 
cracked at the bottom end of the right hand intermediate column.
It is noted that the stresses in the outside columns were very 
low, even at the maximum load.
note.— The'base of the frame was 
15 ft. 4 in. in length, while the 
length of the base of the testing 
machine is 10 ft. 6 in. Consequently 
the ends of the frame projected 
beyond the base of the testing mach­
ine. To observe the end condition 
of the frame under test an Ames dial 
was attached at each end of the frame 
as indicated in Fig. 50. The move­
ments of both ends were observed as
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the load increased. The maximum movements (upward) were ob­
served at 60,000 lh. and the amounts were as follows:—
_JL_in. at E-end, .JL.in. at F-end.263 ' 300
therefore we can judge that steel stress in the beam of the side 
span may he slightly modified by the movement, .but the structure 
as a whole is not affected.
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VII. COLIFAEISOE OF THEORY V/ITE EXPEEILIEBT.
24. Genera] Statement.— For the purpose of comparison the 
theoretics! stresses at several points in the frame were computed 
by the ordinary formulas for resisting moment (straight-line 
relation) and summarized in Table XIII. There are several points 
to be considered before starting the calculation.
(a) It must be noted that the quality of the concrete used 
in making the frames was not uniform over the cross section of 
the member owing to the fact that the frames were made in a flat 
position on the floor of the laboratory, instead of a vertical 
position, as is usual in x'r?,ctice. nhe concrete on the back side 
of the frame (or the bottom side when the frame was made) was 
richer, while that on the front side (or the top side when the 
frame was made) was poorer, as already stated, therefore the back 
side was stronger than the front side and there was a distinct 
tendency to throw more stress in the steel of the back side than 
in that of the front side. The steel stresses were modified by 
this fact. Accordingly, it will be more reasonable to take the 
average value of the observed stresses in the part in question 
for the purpose of comparison.
(b) The steel stresses are greatly modified by the presence 
of tension in the concrete for the low loads. Therefore we must 
consider the two cases in comparing the experimental results with 
theory,— Case I, in which the concrete is allowed to take the 
tension; and Case-II, in which the concrete is considered to be 
broken in tension. These two cases are used in the following 
comparison.
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(c) To develop high stresses in the members the cross sec­
tions of the test frames were larger in proportion to the span 
than would commonly he used in practice. In most of the test 
pieces, the column width occupied nearly one—seventh (1/7) of the 
nominal span (c. to c. distance of the columns). In addition to 
this the corner at the juncture of the beam and the column was 
provided with a fillet. The bending moment at the center of the 
beam was lessened by these facts. The nominal span and height
of the frame (c. to c. distances) were used in computing the 
horizontal reactions, and then the bending moment at any desired 
point was computed in terms of the nominal span length 1. In 
finding the numerical valxxes of the bending moment in the beam 
and also of those in the columns having fixed ends, the nominal 
span length 3. was replaced by the clear length of the span.
(d) The frame Ho. 8 consisted of six members, and the re­
actions and the bending moments are obviously modified by the 
relative stiffness of the composing members (the concrete base 
is assumed to be so rigid that the column ends are kept in the 
fixed condition. This assumption was practically true in the 
present tests). When the concrete at any point is broken in ten­
sion, say in the column, the moment of inertia of the cross 
section is never the same as before, and therefore the entire 
condition of flexure will be modified. This must be true for all 
cases, but the other frames except To. 8 were so designed as to 
develop tension cracks in the beam and also in the columns nearly 
at the same time. Frame To. 8, however, has different conditions 
from the others, and the bending moments in the columns were
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small, even in the intermediate columns, while the "bending moment 
in the middle beam was so large that tension cracks developed 
at a low load. Consequently there are two cases to be considered 
in comparing experimental results with theory,— Case A, in which 
tension in the concrete holds in all members; and Case B, in which 
the beams and the intermediate columns are cracked on the tension 
side. The bending moment in the outside column is very small, 
and there is no chance for tension cracks. The moments in the 
intermediate columns and in the beams of the side spans are also 
small except at the extreme end, and only one crack appeared in 
this member. Therefore it is not the correct assumption to neglect 
tension in the entire cross section on the outside of the tension 
rods in these two members in the calculation of the moment of 
inertia of the cross section when Case B has been reached. The 
most probable value for the moment of inertia of these members 
will be an average between using the full cross section and a 
section which neglects the part outside of the tension rods. This 
assumption was made in the numerical computation of the theoretical 
values of the frame ITo. 8.
All these considerations were made in the calculation of the 
theoretical values.
25. Values of Moduli of Elasticity E^ of Concrete-- The
values for Ec of the various kinds of the concrete, with which 
the test specimens were made, were obtained by the tests of the 
control c3Tlinders of the standard size (8 inches in diameter end 
16 inches in length). Those are as follows:—
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Ho. of Frame Value of En, l~b. per sq. in
1 2 100 000
3 600 000"
3 3 300 0C 
3 600 0004
4 500 000
6 3 900 000
7 3 700 000
8 4 000 000
These values were used in the following computations except for 
the cases of Frames Ho. 5 and 8. The concrete of Ho. 5 and 8 was 
not so rich,as shown by the cylinder tests, and therefore the fol­
lowing values were used by judgment.
^  = 10 for No. 5 and = 9 for No. 8.-C*c
26.Calculation of Theoretical Stresses.— All considerations 
stated in paragraph 24 were used in the calculation of the theor­
etical stresses at the selected points in the individual frames.
In addition to the stresses due to flexure, the stresses due 
to the direct force must be taken into consideration. The direct 
stress due to the horizontal thrust is comparatively small, but 
that due to vertical reaction is large. The stresses due to all 
direct forces were computed by the usual formulas for a reinforced 
concrete column, and the computed results are shown in Table XIII* 
.From these values the resultant stresses were computed and the 
results are given in Tables XIV to XXI, together with the experi­
mental results.
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£3/£=tj ram Shotfmj Po/nfe -for- jhe Fi/r^ ose^
o-f Comp a r i s o n  of Theory wfT/i EF*p-e.ri m  ^ r>~fr
ryn-z. /Y-&*3.
TABLE XIII.
VALUES USED III TEEOP.ETICAL CALCULAI'I OHS.
TT o ^
°f ^ p. 
Frame
Direct Stress 1 .-‘0 I*
r -£sae- II.
fc ‘oint H inch P unit j *
in in 
Steel Concrete
k ■^S ~ T ~c K 3 I
1 , 1 —3.43? .0068 .070? .0049? 0.35 0.82? .039?
B 0.082P -4.04? .0109 .070?
.012?
.0049? 0.41 0.60? .041?
G +7.43? .0098 .0009? 0.41 1.09? .054?
2 A
' \ 
-4.84? .0082 .049? .0059? 0.58 0.15P .041F 0.31 0.97? .059?
B 0.121? +5.28? .0123 .015? .0018? 0.36 0.93? .067?
C +9.78? .0123 .015? .0018? 0.36 1.75? • 123F
3 A
p=.0054+1.371^.0027 .053? .0059? 0.52 0.032? .016? — —
B 0.145? -3.02? .0109 .052? .0058? 0.54 0.11? .029? 0.35 0.44? ..036?
G +5.40? .0098 .015? .0017? 0.60 0.17? .032? 0.35 0.76? • 045p
4 A -4.30? .0082 .049? .0059? 0.58 0.15? .041? 0.31 0.85? .054?
B 0.100? +4.90? .0123 . 013? .0015P 0.61 0 .2 0 ? .034? 0.36 0.87? .063?
C +4.90? .0123 .013? .0015? — — — 0.36 0.87? .063?
CO
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REACTIONS AND BENDING U0I.IEBTS IN FRAIJE NO. 8.
- case A ” case B---
Coefficient In ' . In In in
of Fraction Decimal Fraction De circa'
H0 r^ pi. 1 T0057 1 .0097ITS 103
Hi- do. 1 .0033 1 .02301 43.0 , 43.5
Vo - do. .0470
1 .039021.3 25.6
* 1 - do . 1 v .5470 1 .53901.83 1.8b
M 0 -T plfc 1314 .0032
1
283 .0035
7 r I vx._o T
Ml •V
do. 
do.
1
1 157 
117
.0064
.0085
1
142
1
119
.0070
.0084
tt! ■ do. 1 .0170 1 .0167-1 — 58.5 60
? r * _L "•*3 -'do.
1 .0406 1 .039324.6 30.4
M g - do. 117.3
.0577 120.2 .0495
Mai do. 1 .0673 1 .075114 .9 13.3
h a 2~ do.
1 .0262 1 .0376
38.1 26.6
Mb r~ do. 1 .0115 ' 1 .0113F772 88 • 3 , -IT.T_ — do. 1 .0316 1 .0234iiC 31.7 42.6
TABLE XIV
COLIPAEISOU OF THEORY WITH EXPERIITEHT. 
____________ ZmEIS_IlQ_-_JL*__________ ___----------------------------— -— ------- Applied Load on Specimen Tlh. )•Point Caae 1 12 OOO 18 Q Q O ‘ 22TOOO' -------30UUU ---------- -OOO-
f a *o * a T f o
jTf
x s ^ 0 ------' b * c 1> * c1 + — + 4* — + ■ f — ,
Theoretical II 9 800 470 14 800 710 19 700 940 24 600 1180 29 500 142<
Experi—
mental Av.9 700 500 16 100 1140 20 500 1820 25 300 2560 31 900 —A
Difference + 100 -30 -1 300 -430 -800 -880 -700 1 H 03 CD o o — b 400 —
; Theoretical II 7 200 -------- - 10 800 — 14 400 — 18 000 21 600 —
■d Experi— 
D 1 mental A v U  400 8 900 — 13 200 17 400 „ 21 03 O O —
:Difference +1 GOO — +1 900 + 1 200 +600 +•300 —
Theoretical
Experi- 
C mental
II 11300 550 16 900 840 22 600 1120 28 200 1400 33 800 —
Av.10500 640 17 900 1240 24 700 1900 28 600 2500 36 000 —
■ Difference +800 -90 -1 000 -400 -2 100 -780 -400 - i i o o -2 200 —
ClH
TABLE XV.
C0I.IPARIS0IT OF EXPERIMENT WITH THEORY. 
Frame Ho. 2.
Point Case Applied Load on Specimen (lh.).12 oOO
^  £s lIO 
CH 1 + s
The or1 I 1200 330 1 800 « : ° 3etical II 7700 470 11 600 710
A Experi­
Av.4400 400 6 700 600
mental Av.2700 550 5 000 690
Biff. *+1700 -150 +1 700 ■ -90
Theor­
etical
II 7400 530 11 200 000
B Experi­
mental
. Av. 6100 630 11 600 730
Biff. +1300 -100 ^LOO +70.
Theor­
etical
-Q7. 14000 — 21 000 —
G Experi­mental Av.11500
— 21 100
Biff. + 2500 — -100 MCJIro
COLIPARISOH OF EXPSEILIEITT WITH THEORY.
Frame ITo. 3.
Point Case
r* Applied Load on Frame (lb. )•
21 000 30 000 38 000 46 000---
£c IP j|c +S £c " 4'-*' 1 £c
The oret- I 500 333 600 480 900 610 1 100 740ical
Expert- Av. 1 500 190 1 400 250 2 000 340 2 800 400A mental
Biff. -1 .0 0 0 t-140 -0 0 0 _230_1 100 +270 _1 700 +340
Theoret­ I 2 300 6|0ical
IT 9 200 ^ 760 13 200 1 080 16 700*^ 1 370 20 200 1 660
Av. 5 000 690 13 200 1 080 16 700 1 370 20 200 1 660
B Experi­ Av. 5 300 1 100 11 900 1 520 16 700 1 840 22 300 1 850
mental
Biff. +500 -4 1 0 +1 300 —440 0 -4 7 0 -2  100 -1 9 0
Theoreti~ I 3 600 670 'cal
I I 16 000 940 22 800 1 350 28 900 1 710 35 000 2 070
c Av. 9 800 800 22 800 1 350 28 900 1 710 35 000 2 070O Experi­mental Av. 10 200 670 18 600 820 25 700 1 190 34 300 1 500
Biff. -4 0 0 +130 +4 200 t530 +3 200 +520 + 700 +570
TABLE XVII.
COUP ATI 3011 OP EXPERIMENT V7ITE THEORY. 
Frame Ho. 4.
Applied Load on Frame (lb 0 -
Point Case --15 UUO 21 000 30 OOO--- jr
~C * 7 " fc fs fc
+ + — + — 4*
r Theoret- I 1 500 410 2 300 620 3 200 860 25 500^ 1 620ical II 8 500 540 12 700 810 17 .8 o’er 1 130
Av. 5 000 480 7 500 720 10 .500 1 000 25 500 1 620
A { Experi­ 3 400 590 7 600 1 -ooo 11 700 1 550 21 400 ■ 2 ^50mental*
+4 100 -730Biff. +1600 -1 10 -100 -2 8 0 -1 200 -550
r Theoret­ I 2 000 340 3 000 510 26 100 890ical II 8 700 630 13 100 940 18 300 1 320 i
B 4 Av. 5 300 490 8 000 730 18 300 1 320 26 100 i
890
Experi­
mental Av. 3 500 680 7 200 1 050 16 300° 1 670
23 700
Biff. + 1 GOO -190 +800 -3 2 0 + 2 000 -350 + 2 400
r Theoret— II 8 700 630 13 100 940 18 300 1 320 26 100 i 890
C 4
icalExperi­mental Av. 7 200 730 111 400 1 020 19 300 1
540 29 900 2 550
Biff. +1 500 -1 00 +1 700 -GO -1 000 -220 -3  800 -660
* Experimental value is taken from the average of observed stresses of 
the gage lines 84, 88, 100 and 104. 
c Average of gage lines 11, 15, 59 and 63.
TABLE XVIII
C0LIPARI50H OF EXPEF.IUEITT Y/ITE TI::e o r y .
Frame Ho. 5.
Applied Load on F'rame (lb.)
Point Case 2C"T W 4cr000 60 000 80 000 100 000
fc -P T -r»xs fs* ■Pxs ifc? io f3 T+ + — + — + - +
Theor- j - 9 0 0  
etical -1500 -1900 - 5000 -2800 -4400 -3700 -5900 -4700 -7400-9400
H Expert— -200 mental -1200 - 2000 -3700 -1500 -5300 -2400 -7300 -2000
Biff. +700 +300 -100 -700 +1500 -900 + 1300 -1400 -2700 -2000
r  —
®eoret-i -uoo -1300 -2200 -2700 -3300 - 4000 -4400 -5300 -5500 -6700
h .
A2\
Experi- . 800 mental -1800 - 2500 -3700 -3300 - 4400 -4600 -6200 - 5800 -7100
Biff. +300 -500 -300 -1000 0 -400 -200 -900 -300 -400
^ e ° r/  j - 500 etical -1900 -900 -3900 - 1400 -5800 -1900 - 7800 - 2400 -9700+11400 -4000 +15200 -5300 +19000, -6600
B
Av. -500 -1900 -900 -3900 + 5000 -4900 + 6700 -6600 +8200 -8200
ExperA— (col -J3°° 
mental Eo.l]
-1200 +1300 -2G00 +2200 -5100 +4500 -8500 ,+9300--10900
Biff. +200 + 700 -2200 +1700 + 2800 -200 + 2200 -1900 -1100 -2700
Theor- II 3000 
etical
12000 18100 24000 30000
C Experi- 3100 
mental
10100 18300 24800 33500 MCJiClBiff. -100 + 1900 -200 -800 -2500
TABLE ZIX.
COUPAKISOU OFEZPEEILIEHT WITH THEORY. 
. Frame Ho . 6 .
GageLine
Applied Load on Specimen fib.)
Point nr 18 000 24 nun ■ 30 000 36 000
T ■ V  +s ^ c
T r
r» T TT >
±GC w
A'"The or- Case I 1000 300 1800 540 2400 720 3000 ,$9S> 1 7etical Case II 19400 1130 24300 1320 29100 1930
Av. 1000 300 1800 540 10900 930 13700 1110 29100 1930
A < Exp or i- | mental “ Ay . 1000 500 3700 900 9000 1630 14800 1670 23600 2460
\Diff. 
r
Theor­
0 -200 -1900 -360 +1900 -730 -1100 -560 +5600 -530
Case I 1200 330 2200 600 — _ ' - - — — _ __
etical Case II __ ____ 10800 830 14400 1100 18000 1380" 21600 1660
A
B
Av. 1200 330 6500 720 14400 1100 18000 1380 21600 1660
Experi­
mental ~ Av. 3600 540 6900 1090 11000 2000 17700 2430 22100
—
-2400 -210 -400 -370 +3400 -900 +300 -1050 -500 —
f Case All 2200 420 400019600- il$8 25400 1560 31800 1900^38200 2340Theor­ Av. 2200 420 11500- 970 25400 1560 31800 1950, 38200 2340etical Case BiJ? 1900 360 9900. 840 21900 1340 26500 1680 32900 2020
G * Experi­mental Av. 2800 660 9300 1080 16300 1590 21900 2050 28100 2750
,Diff. -900 -300 +600 -240 +5600 -250 +4400 -370 +4800 -730
I—1
CJt
TABLE XI
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT N1TH THEORY. 
Frame No. 7.
Applied lead on Frame (lb .)
Point Gage El 000 30 000 38 000 46 000
line f £ f f i ~ T ~ f ?s e s c s c s c♦ ♦ ♦
3* * ■A-Theor- 
et ical
Caee i 900 3700 1300 5300 ^ 1600 6800 1900 820C*
A Experi­ -100 3400* -500 4500 400 6000* 700 7700*
mental Av •
Biff. >1000 >300 >1800 >800 + 1200 >800 >1200 >500
Theor­ Case i E700 CIO 3 9 0 0 ^ an  o r 4900 1100 — --------- ---
etical Case ii 9000 800 12900 1140 16300 1440 19800 1750
Av » 5900 710 8400 1010 10600 12 fC 19800 1750
B Experi­
mental
- Av • 4900 1350 7900 2C6C 12100 16500 X
Biff. >1000 -640 >500 -1050 -1500 — >3300 ----  .
Theor­ Case 11 1600© 1000 EE800 1440 28900 1830 35000 2210
etical
C Experi­
mental
- Av • 13100 1530 £0300 2400 27500 2900 37000 gye£.
Biff. >E900 -530 >2500 -960 >1400 -1070 -2000 —
fg or the compreseive streee in the eteel. w ^ w d i m . 1-
HOl<3
TAB1E XXI
COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT WITH THEORY. 
Frame No. 8.
Point Gage
Line
Applie d load in Pound
' So 000 45 000 60 oo o 000
f  
+ £
f._c + s
:f _c f*s
f_c T “ + s
f_c
Case X X"Theor- A 11 - 8900 850 20800 1270 27 7d0 1700 • ♦
etical B II 38500 2360
A ,1 Experi- 7000 1490 17200 2260 24500 2540 37500 2750
A ment alf Biff. *1900 -540 *2600 -990 + 3200 -840 +1000 -390
r^ Theor- A I 1400 210 2100 320 — — jtt — zetical t?A 11 — — 10800 460 14300 610 21800 940
At . 14 OC 210 6500 390 14300 610 21800 940
Experi­
A 2 ment al 2300 310 5100 530 12500 630 21700 810
—Biff. -900 -100 *1400 -140 + 1800 -2Q + 100 + 130 __
Theor­ Case f f •Tetical A I 5000 650Q 7500 9700 9900" 13000 ' 12400 16200
B Experi­ * i $mental 1300 5100 2100 8600 7200 13100 11500 17700
Biff. *3700 *1400 *5400 *1100 + 2700 -100 + 900 -1500
Theor­ Case p %etical A I 1800 1800 2700 2700 3600 3600 — —
B II ---- — ------ 13800 2200 18300 2800* 23000 3500
Av. 1800 i s o c : 8200 2500'■ 11000 3200 23000 3500
C Experi­ 2100 3600 7400 5400 12800 6200* 19100 6700
mental
Biff. -3 00 -1800
rr— TT7~rL :
*800 -2900 -1800 -3000 + 3900 -3200 \\
* Compressive stress in the ste-e-t.
^Average stress of Case A II and Case B II.
HCTt
CO
27*. The following' table was made to show the maximum difference between the theoretical
and experimental values of stresses.
TABLE XXII.
MAXIMUM m b  minimum difference  between theoretical and e x f e r i-
. MENTAL VALUES OF STRESSES.
Number of Test Frame.
At Center of Max. Stress
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
STRESS
loaded Beam. observed
Diff. E^X7~ Min.
Max. Stress
36000 
—2200 
- 400
32900 
>2500 
- IOC
39500
>4200-40Q.
34400
-3800
-10 oc
36400
>2500
- 100
298C0 
>5600 
> 600
4440C
>2900
>1400
37500
>3200
>1000
.'IF'"" At upper observed 35200 12300 25400 31000 35600 23500 22300 19200
STEEL. part of Diff. *^ax* -2400 >1700 >2100 >4100 >2800 >5600 >3300 >5400column. M m . * 100 - 400 0 - 100 200 0 > 500 - 100
At lower 
part of 
column
Max. Stress 
observed 
Max.Diff. Min.
G O O D ----- 19800
-1700 -------1000
- 800 ----- 0
9400 
>1800 
♦ 300
COMPRESSIVE 
STRESS IN 
CONCRETE
Max. Stress
At center observed 3320 1500 2590 ----- 2750 3750 2750
of Loaded t ._p ~ Max. -1100 >570 —660 ----- -730 -1070 -990
Beam Blff- Min. - 90 > 130 - 8 0 ----- -240 - 530 -390
At upper
Max.Stress 
observed
3130 1570 3050 2920 ----- 3840 2880 *
part of Max. -1380 -150 -470 -730 ----- -730 -1500 —
column Min. - 30 > 70 -190 - 1 1 0 ----- -200 -640
+ Sign is used when the theoretical value exceeds the experimental value.
used when the experimental value exceeds the theoretical value.Sign it
MClWO
1G0.
28'. Distribxition of Stresses in Frames.— To aid the eye, 
the observed values of the stresses were plotted in Diagrams 
15-35. These diagrams show clearly the distribution of the stress­
es along the individual member of the frames and the critical 
points of failure.
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29. Summary of Comparison.— From the above comparison the
following conclusions may he drawn: •
1. Steel stress at the center of the loaded top beam.
The experimental and theoretical values are in iair 
agreement for all kinds of the tested frames except a few 
cases where the load was comparatively low or extremely high. 
The maximum difference between experimental and theoretical 
values is about nineteen percent of the observed highest 
stress.
2. The 3 teel stresses in the columns.
The above statement holds for this case, but the percent 
of the maximum difference is higher than the last case owing 
to the fact that the direct stress is not equally distributed 
over the cross section of the column.
5. Compressive stresses in the concrete.
The observed compressive stresses in the concrete ao 
the low loads which developed a unit stress up to about 
800 lb. per sq.in. agree with the theoretical values, but 
in most cases the observed concrete stresses were higher than 
the theoretical stresses. The discrepancy ran frequently up 
to fifty percent. The wide difference is partly due to the 
rigid connection of the members accompanying a certain sec-, 
endary stress and is partly due to the fact that the moduli 
of elasticity of the concrete were determined by the control 
cylinder tests.
note__ The moduli of elasticity of the concrete deter­
mine d'Ty- the control cylinder tests were rather high and they 
varied from 2,100,000 to 4,500,000 lb. per sq.m., ana m
182.
most oases their values were in the vicinity of 3,500,000 
lb. per scj.in. These values were used in the computation 
of the concrete stresses. But it seems that the concrete 
used in the frames was not so stiff as indicated by the 
cylinder tests. If the actual modulus of elasticity of the 
concrete is assumed to be about 2,500,000 lb. per sq.in., 
the observed concrete stresses will be reduced about thirty 
percent from the values given in the tables.
183.
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30. Action of Reinforced Concrete frames under Loads-- In
the analysis of a frame the fundamental consideration was the 
form of the elastic curve of the axis of a frame tinder load. The 
form of an elastic curve evidently depends upon the method of 
loading and the form of the frame under consideration, one reason 
why many engineers hesitate to use formulas based on elastic de­
formation is that they question the elastic action of a frame 
under load. The reinforced concrete frame is not of course a 
purely elastic system, but the tests herein described showed that 
the action of a frame under loa.d follows fairly the theoretical 
analysis. This condition is practically the same until, the yield 
point of one of the composing materials (steel and concrete) 
has been reached.
31• Effect of the End Condition of Column on Results-- In
advance it had been hoped that a frictionless pin might be ce— 
vised for the frames having free ends and a massive concrete base 
for frames No. 3, 7 and 8. Neither of the two base arrangements 
used for test frames 1, 2, 4 and 6 may be called ideal devices, 
and there may exist certain secondary stresses due to friction 
or bending. These secondary stresses were actually very small 
and may be entirely neglected without appreciable error.
The concrete bases used for the frames-No. 3, 7 and Q to 
secure the fixity of the column ends may also not be an ideal 
arrangement and a slight bending in the base due to a ±oad may 
be expected to have an influence on the bending in the other
104.
members. The deformation readings at the middle point of the 
base were taken at each increase in the load. The results of 
the observation showed’that there was practically no bending 
stress for all loads except the ultimate load. -
32. Effect of ITon—unifornity of Quality of Concrete on 
Distribution of Stresses.— The frames were made in the flat posi­
tion on the laboratory floor, as has been described. Consequently 
on the side which was at the bottom during making, denser concrete 
was obtained than on the top side. When the load was applied to 
the specimen, a lateral bending took place in the col+xmns and more 
tension was thrown on the rich concrete than on the poor concrete. 
All these things modified the stress distribution in the reinforc­
ing steol. The effect of the non—uniformity of the quality of 
the concrete on the distribution of stresses will be clear from 
the following table.
TABLE XXIII.
EFFECT OF HOH-UHIFORIIITY OF CONCRETE OH DISTRIBUTION OF NT HESS.
Frame
TT U *
At Center of Span
Goservea 31 r e ss 
in Steel
Side
\ At Upper Part _of Column 
Observed Stress
in Steel
On Bottom 
Side
1 22 200*
2 32 900
3 39 500
4 34 400
5 36 400
6 29 800
7 33 500+
8 30 900*
* Hot at t
Diff. Pdr- _________
» :cent- On Bottom On Top’
Side / Side\
T5!
Diff. per 
(cent
27 100* _4
27 400 +5
29 000 +10 
24 000 4L0
30 600 +5 
26 400 +3 
21 DOC+12 
18 40(7+12
900; 22.3 
500 16.7 
500 26.6 
400 30.2 
800 16.4 
400 11.4 
50(7 35.8: 
500 40.41
28 600 
11 300 
25 500 
31 000 
35 600 
23 500 
22 300 
21 400
35 200 -6
9 500 +1
18 900 +6 
27 600 +3
22 700+12
19 300 
10 500 
15 200
+4 
+11 
+ 6
600 23.1 
800j15.9 
,600: 25.9 
400 11.0 
900:36.2 
200:17.9 
800 i52.9
200i 29.0'-- - u
185.
33. Distribution of Stress over the Cross Section-- it is
most common to assume that the stresses are uniformly distributed 
over the cross section when a member is subjected to a pure com­
pression or pure tension and that stresses are symmetrically 
distributed over the cross section when a material is subjected 
to flexure. TJven in the case of steel members this is not actual­
ly realized and in the case of a built-up column the excess of a 
maximum fiber stress over an average stress occasionally runs up 
to fifty percent. Therefore it will be worth while to make a 
discussion on this point. As already stated, the steel stresses 
in the columns and beams were modified by the non—uniformity of 
the quality of the concrete used. Consequently we can easily see 
that the stress distribution over the cross section is not uni­
form. To see this more clearly and definitely, special measure­
ments were made in the columns of frame Do. 6 and 7. The loca­
tion of the gage lines was selected at a place where the bending 
is not sufficiently large to produce tension cracks in the concrete. 
The gage lines were located on the four faces of the column and 
the observations were made at each increase of the load. Figures 
50&51 show the results of observations. The parallelogram drawn 
with heavy lines shows a cross section of the column, and the 
tensile and compressive deformations are shown by the red and 
black lines, respectively, to aid the eye. The shaded area is a 
compression zone under the load 14000 lb. in Fig. 51. From these 
figures it is quite clear that the highest tensile stress was 
developed at the outer corner of the rich concrete side and the 
highest compressive stress was developed at the opposite corner
A/j .  S o ,
D /sT rib i/f/ 'o  n  o f  S t r e s s  Tfir. C ross • CC.£ft&r7
o f  Co lurr7nJ Cram^c. A/s 6>
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of the poor concrete side. This distribution of the stresses 
was not much altered by the increase of the load. Such a dis­
tribution of stresses is natural when the material is composed 
of a harder part and a softer part. -
34. Position of Point of Inflection in Columns.— The 
position of the point of inflection in the member of a structure 
is an important element for use in designing the frame and in 
discussing the theory. The constancy of the position of the 
point of inflection for different loads shows that there is a 
constant ratio between the positive and negative bending moments. 
7ire have already stated that the p>oint of inflection in a column 
fixed at one end is located at one—third of its length from the 
fixed end. This is the statement according to the theory. It 
-■orth while, however, to sure of this important fa by
determining this point by the experiment. To do this, it is con­
venient to resol%re the observed deformation of a fiber into two 
parts, fa) the deformation due to the flexure along; fb) the 
deforma,tion due to the direct force.
In doing this we will*assume a straight line relation of the 
deformation due to flexure.
The following additional notation will be used;
D = deformation of an extreme fiber due to flexure 
alone,
Dc= observed deformation of inmost concrete or steel 
fiber,
P3= observed deformation of the outmost steel fiber,
Dp= deduced deformation due to direct stress.
Using these notations these are easily obtained the follow­
ing expressions from the accompanying figures:—
/
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Fig. 52. Distribution of Stress.
Fiber Stress 
Wholly oompressive.
Tensile end Compression* 
Stresses in Fibers.
When the stress is wholly compressive:—
D■ _ Pc ^  Ds and DP=
Pc4, Ps
When there exist tensile end compressive stresses in the 
section:—
Pc~~ Ps 
2 ’ 2
Dc-r Da _D = — o---» and D
The following series of Tables (XXIV— XXVII} are the re­
sults of the numerical computation from the observed data of the 
frames To. 3, 5, 7 end 8. In these tables the deformations are 
expressed in millionth of an inch. These results are plotted 
in Diagrams(38-43) to ‘ obtain the actual position of the point of 
inflection. From the foregoing Diagrams (38—43) we can see that 
the point of inflection remained practically unchanged by the 
increase of the lord for all hinds of frames here described. In 
the cases of the frames Vo. 3 and 7, the deviation of the actual 
point of inflection from the theoretical point was limited within 
an inch. Therefore we may draw the conclusion that the actual 
position.of the point of inflection in the column of a frame 
fairly agrees with its theoretical position,, consequently the 
elastic action of reinforced concrete frames follows closely the
theory.
TABLE XXIV
FLEXURAL DEFORMATION IN COLUMN. 
Frame No. 3.
Gage Line _________________Applied Load in Pounds
21 OOC 30 000 36 000
Inside Outside Dc Ds ~ D Be-- Ds D Dc Ds D
20, 23 28 + 48 -77 63 ♦ 73 -145 109 + 101 -165 133
21, 24 29 -35 -78 22° -28 - 85 29° - 25 - 77 26
COLUMN
25 30 -180 + 35 107 -169 + 83 111 -190 + 112 151
NUMBER
1.
26 — -235 + 128* 182 -277 + 240° 259 -340 + 350* 345
27 2, 17 -700 + 226 463 -914 ♦ 427 670 -1063 + 593 828
32, 35 40 + 15 -100 58 + 25 - 88 57 + 43 -155 99
33, 36 41 - 69 - 65 2° - 57 - 83 13 - 42 - 63 11
COLUMN 37 42 -143 + 12 78 -119 + 98 108 - 140 + 78 109
NUMBER 36 — -282 + 65* 173 -364 + 220* 292 -397 + 295* 346
2. 39 8, 11 -346 + 122 234 -539 + 358 449 -692 + 518 605
Dc - Da Dc ♦ D S0 Here D = ----£ & Dp * ---- rr
* Not observed but estimated by proportion. 190.
TABLE XXV.
FLEXURAL DEFCEMATI01 III COLUMN. 
Frame IIo. 5.
Gage Line 
Insid eGuiside
Ds Be D Ds Dc D Ds Dc D Ds Dc D
60 000
ApplieU . 
80 000
Lose in Founds
100 000 146 000
A A 1 - 75 -117 16 - 83 -127 22 -115 -150 18 -200 -128 36
B B 1 -127 -107 10 -14 0 -162 11 -160 -218 29 -250 -143 58
c C 1 -130 - 68 31 -227 -120 54 -285 -120 83 -417 - 90 163
D D 1 -145 -120 13 -227 -157 35 -295 -203 46 -545 -176 185
E -180 ■ t-. __ -253 — -- —— -327 — — -572 — —
F F 1 -162 - 50 56 -250 - 60 95 -305 -157 74 -505 -133 190
G G 1 -153 -145 4 -200 -145 27 -235 -202 16 -330 -308 11
H H 1 - 75 -145 35 -125 -215 45 -173 -310 69 -193 -423 115
I I 1 - 58 -173 58 - 68 -252 92 - 40 -365 163 4- 78 -515 297
J J 1 + 25 -204 115 4 33 -298 166 4- 80 -370 225 4-485 -675 580
K K 1 + 70 -170 120 4-150 -282 216 4-310 -365 338 4-972 -777 875
L L 1 — — — — — — ---— ——— -*• 1356
a a 1 -190 - 40 75 - 60 -105 23 -120 - 51 35 -185 - 28 79
b B 1 -230 - 23 54 -273 - 35 120 -275 4- 8 141 -378 + 8 193
c c 1 -233 - 23 105 -260 - 45 108 -343 - 10 167 -470 4 8 239
a a i -220 4- 63 142 -322 0 161 -374 - 30 172 -635 4 3 319
6 e 1 -198 ____ ___ -295 — — -345 — — -590 ---— ----f f 1 -133 - 23 55 -275 0 138 -325 -80 123 -530 4 73 302
P* g 1 -140 - 78 31 -212 -163 25 -240 -193 23 -350 -223 64oh h 1 -138 -135 2 -190 -188 1 -180 -215 18 -258 -295 19
i i 1 -140 -183 22 -120 -237 58 -128 -290 81 -143 -397 1271 1 - 70 -198 64 - 70 -250 90 - 23 -315 146 4- 80 —468 _ 274
k k 1 - 23 -227 102 ♦ 30 -290 160 + 65 -337 201 + 488 -533’ 511
1 1 1 ---------- — — — — — — ------ — — — ---- •►680 r 1'~
HoM
TABLE XXVI.
FLEXURAL DXB’OBLIATIOIT IU C01ULIH. 
■ Frame IIo. 7.
Ga^o Line
Inside Outside 3S T.u Do D
21 00(Applied Load in PoxmdSjjQ 000
24 5 -365 +147 256 ^535 +265 400
23 4 -202 +117 160 -300 + 162 231op 3 -125 + 18 71 -187 + 10 99GOl* « o "I O
<2/ - 55 - 27 14* - 50 - 83 16*I.O.J.. 20 1 + 23 -112 68 + 40 -165 103
89 46 + 60 88 74 + 77 -137 107
29 15 -355 + 215 285 -560 +345 453
28 14 -205 + 95 150 -328 +180 254
Col. 27 13 -127 + 85 106 -200 + 60 130
Ho. 1.26 12 - 58 - 10 24* - 70 - 15 28*
25 11 + 5* - 53 29 + 30 -102 66
76 73 + 57 -163 110 + 83 -207 145
MOro
TABLE XXVII.
FLEXURAL DEF0EI.1AT I OH II! COLUIUI. 
Frame IIo. C .
Inside
Point
Outside Ds D b p Dc 3s 35 Dc Do D
Applied Load in Pounds ,n <45 000 60 000 75 000
A A' —420 + £50 335 85 -700 +845 261 -1005 +1200* 1102T> 'j) ; B ' -280 + 60 170 110 -377 +145 261 -605 +332 469P ’ C ’ -167 - 28 70 98 -275 + 55 165 -352 +118 235Gol. D IV -140 - 30 55 85 -217 + 43 130 -270 + 40 155
3o.2. E FV - 78 - 10 34 44 -125 -' 20 53 -108 + 13 61
F F ' - 58 - 80 11 69 -150 -118 134 - 93 -145 26r>U 0 ? - 90 -110 10 100 +150 -163 157 + 38 -190 114
E Tt i + 65 - 80 73 8 + 50 -205 128 + 155 -255 205
a -310 +345 327 18 -570 +805 687 -900 +1545* ( H P
*b B ' -360 + 68 209 146 -470 +252 361 -640 +335 487
c c ' -292 - 63 115 178 -382 - 43 170 -477 - 80 195Gol. d d' -208 25 92 116 -240 - 65 88 -262 - 50 106Go. 3. 0 e' -225 — 23 101 124 -192 - 48 72 -275 - 15 135f f 1 -197 -157 20 177 -140 -215 38 -195 -317 61
<y c* - 33 -155 61 94 + 43 -240 142 + 40 . -372 206o
h
oh' - 60 -180 60 120 + 5 -260 133 + 40 -1850* 905*
.7
Over elastic limit end not reliable
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35. Continuity of the Composing Ilembers of a Frame .— The 
continuity of the members is one of the most important subjects 
in reinforced concrete frames. The results of the present tests 
showed that there was no sign of the discontinuity of members 
under the load. The moment, and therefore the stresses, were well 
transmitted by the rigid connection. When the frame is free to
turn at the lower column ends there is a 
tendency to form the first crack near the 
juncture at A_ (Fig. 53), but cracks did 
not appear at B until a very high load 
was applied. When the frame is fixed at 
its lower column ends, the crack appeared 
at B under comparatively low loads. The place of formation of 
first cracks, of course, depends on the relative stiffness of 
the connecting members, but it may be said that when the vertical 
member is fixed at its end due attention should be paid to the 
negative bending moment at the ends of the horizontal member to 
secure perfect continuity.
36. Stresses at
V
Sharp Corner.— In a frame construction a 
square corner, as shown at A in Fig. 54, 
should be avoided for all connections, for 
it is a well known fact that theoretically 
the material at the corner car\ offer no 
resistance to bending. Therefore it is 
most common to design such corners as 
shown in Fig. 55. In this case, however, 
the portion abed can not be treated as a
201.
straight member, for the length of fibers along be is consider­
ably shorter than that of the outside fibers. The rigid analysis 
of this case may be very complicated, but a close approximation 
is to treat this as a curved member in the calculation. There 
are many analytical methods of curved members. The following is 
one of the analytical results which is given in Slocum and Han­
cock’s Strength of Materials (p. 200):
Extreme fiber stress for a curved - I.l(h±£d) P „
member with rectangular cross-section .^’ax. 3 A ’
in which A = area of cross section of a member;
d — distance between gravity axis and neutral axis; 
h = depth of member; 
p = radius of curvature;
II = bending moment in any given Section;
P - normal force acting at any given section.
High compressive stresses were developed at the sharp coiners 
of the tested frames. To compare these results with the theoret­
ical value, calculations were made by assuming the center of 
curvature at the center of a circle inscribed at the inside sharp 
corner. _h is taken from B to P neglecting the concrete area 
outside of the steel, and f> is taken from the assumed center of 
curvature to C which is halfway between E and P. The results of 
computation e.re given in Table XZVTII, together with: the experi­
mental results. mhe results are in close agreement, considering 
the errors involved in the assumption.
20 2 .
TABLE XXVIII.
C0I.IPABIS0U OB EXPERIMENTAL STRESS AT SHARP CORNER 
HITE THEORETICAL VALUE.
L<Dad Stress in 1L. per sq. in.Experimental rr
__
heoretical Difference
Frame (He?.) 3
t —
fC-age Line 81)
7 000 300 280 -20
14 000 720 570 -150
21 000 760 850 4-90
30 000 1460 1210 -250
38 000 2120 1540 -580
Frame (No) 6 (Cage Line. 71) *
10 000 310 330 4-20
o 18 000 450 ' 600 +150
24 000 900 800 -100
^30 000 1100 1000 -100
© 36 000 1320 1200 -120
Frame (No. 1 (Gage Line 69)
12 000 80 330 -r—
® 18 000 670 600 —70
0 SA 000 810 800 -10
^=-30 000 — 1000 -^rr-rr-
« 36 000 1410 1200 -210
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37. The Critical Point of Failure.— As has already been 
described, the horizontal section of the vertical member at its 
juncture with the horizontal member is a critical section in the 
type formed in frames To. 1 and 6. When the bottom ends'of the 
vertical members are fixed the rigidity of these members is 
greatly increased, and the vertical section of the horizontal 
member above the inner column face is the critical section for 
failure, instead of the horizontal section of the vertical mem­
ber just referred to. In a similar type of frame fas ITo. 2 or 4), 
the horizontal deflection at the level of the top of the columns 
is remarkably large, and accordingly the inside top corner or the 
section between the horizontal member and the inclined member is 
obviously a critical point of failure. A frame having an in­
clined column is generally very strong. This is due to the fact 
that the eccentricity of the resultant force is reduced by the 
inclination of the column,and therefore the moment in the column 
is generally small. The moment in the column is also reduced by 
an increase in cross section of a tie, but. in this case due atten­
tion should be paid to the section at the juncture of the tie and 
the column, for a critical point of failure is at this joint.
In frame ho. 8, the bending moment in the intermediate column is 
rather small, even at its top. Therefore the frame is liable to 
be cracked by the negative moment in the horizontal member just 
outside the intermediate column.
The sections referred to, together with that at the center 
of the loaded horizontal member, are the critical points for 
bending moments in frame construction.
204.
38. Deflections__ The observed deflections are shown in
Table XXIX. These are also plotted in Diagrams 44 and 45. These 
values were checked by the theoretical formulas and the actual 
deflections agreed, fairly with the theoretical values at low loads 
The higher the load the wider the discrepancy. This is due to 
the fact that the moment of inertia of the cross section of the 
reinforced concrete members is continually reduced with an increase 
in load. The general‘nature of the load—deflection curves indi­
cates no abrupt change in their directions. In frames !T0. 3 and 7, 
more or less sudden changes in the direction of the curve are 
seen at 14,000 lb. load. This is due to the crack formation on 
the top side of the beam produced by the negative bending moment 
at that load.' In frames Ho. 1, 2 and 4 the horizontal deflections 
at the upper part of the columns were measured . The load-deflectio: i 
curve is almost line’ar. Thb sudden change of the load—deflection 
curve of Ho. 4 is due to the crack formation in the frame.
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TABLE XXIX.
VERTICAL DEFLECTION AT THE CENTER OF SPAN.
r& 
*
ce 
c
O *H
 i—{ 
Pi Deflection
in
inches
Load
in
lb.
Deflection
in'
inches
Frame No. 1. Frame No. 6 •
6 000 .0130 10 000 .036
12 000 .0270 18 000 .052
10 000 .0454 24 000 .078
24 000 .0694 30 000 .100
30 000 .0902 38 000 .139
36 000 .1273
40 500 .2422
Frame No. 2. Frame No. 7.
4 000 .020 14 000 .0155
8 000 .056 21 000 .0345
12 000 .002 30 000 .062738 000 .0884
Frame No. 3. 46 000 .1226Ultimate .9310
7 0C0 .0070
14 000 .0125 Frame No. 8.
21 000 .0305
30 000 .0505 15 000 .0045
38 000 .0845 30 000 .0192
46 000 .1210 45 000 .035860 000 .0532
Frame No. 4. 75 000 .0822
5 000 .000
10 000 .018
15 000 .059
21 000 .118
30 000
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IX. CONCLUSIONS AND GENERAL COLIIENTS.
From the tests end the discussions it would seem evident 
that among the facts brought out are the following:
1. Considering the errors involved in the measurement of 
the deformations performed, and in the determination of the modu­
lus of elasticity of the concrete, as well as those due to 
assumptions with reference to the distribution of stresses across 
the section and over the gage length, the foregoing indicates a 
fair agreement between analyses and tests and justifies the con­
clusion that the formulas, given in this thesis, for the statically 
indeterminate stresses as they apply to concrete a.nd reinforced 
concrete structures will give values for the stresses in the mem­
bers well within the limit of accuracy required in design.
2. The elastic action of a. frame and the manner of stress 
distribution along the frame axis under external loads fairly 
agree with the theoretical consideration.
3. The point of inflection in the member of a frame under 
loads agrees with that of the theory with high degree of accuracy.
4. The important stresses of a secondary nature were limited 
to compressive stress in the concrete. The variation between 
calculated and observed stresses was frequently as much as fifty 
percent of the observed stress. This is due partly to the rigid 
connection of members and partly to the fact that the moduli of 
elasticity of the concrete were determined by the control cylin­
der test instead of the tests with actual frames.
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5. The high coraprea^ve stress 'in the concrete in the tests 
may he due partly to an uneven distribution of the direct stress 
over the cross section of the member. It seems that when a load 
is applied to the beam of a frame at one side of a. supporting 
column more stress (due to a direct force alone; is exerted along 
the nearest fibers than the farthest fibers of the column, as may 
be expected. .
6. If a frame is carefully designed and well reinforced, 
there need be np anxiety as to the rigidity of a joint, and a 
perfect continuity of members has been proven by the tests.
7. Ho sudden failure took place in the frames tested. The 
increase in the deflection was very uniform, indicating for rein- \ 
forced concrete frames as great reliability as for steel structures
8. The critical load, at which the first appreciable fine 
crack will appear, is increased by the fixity of the column ends 
of a frame. This is obviously due to the increase in horizontal 
thrusts at column ends.
9. At sharp inside corners, high compressive stresses were 
developed in the concrete due to so-called curved beam action and 
in several cases the frame failed by the crushing Ox the concrete 
at these corners under the high loads.
10. A slight deviation of the axis of vertical members from 
a vertical line, that is to say, a slight"out-of-form"of the 
vertical columns, produces a remarkable variation in the stress 
distribution in the frame.
11. With frames having a thickness smaller than the width 
of the composing members, there W a s  a tendency toward the bending
____________________________ _______________________________ _ _
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of the frame laterally, and the additional stresses in the rein­
forcing steel and concrete accompanying the local "bending were
large.
12. if a frame is made of concrete which is. poorer on one 
side than on the other, there is likely to he a local bending of 
a member owing to the local weakness. This fact will modify the
stress distribution over the section of the member. The varia­
tion from the average stress was frequently fifty percent in the 
test.
13. In a rigid joint, careful attention should be paid to 
the design of the connecting members at that joint to give an 
equal rigidity. If the connecting members, Fig. 56, have the
same cross sections at A and B, more stress is 
carried at B than at A when the vertical mem- 
/T f.^ 6 . per-is free to turn at its end, and more stress
L
^ 3
_L
is likely to be developed at A than at B when the vertical member 
is fixed at its end.
14. Owing to the existence of a horizontal thrust (which
varies from — p to —ip in most common cases of simple frames) at 8 18
the ends of a v e r t i c a l  member, it is advisable to use a column 
which is sloped slightly toward the direction of the reaction at 
the end. Such arrangement will greatly reduce a bending stress 
in a vertical member. If this arrangement is not practicable,
a slight increase in the top width of a 
vertical member and slight decrease in its 
bottom width, as shown in Fig. 57, will 
3 T  materially add to the rigidity of a frame
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without an increase in the amount o-'f material used.
15. For a frame having a sloped column, it is possible to 
select the form of a frame in such a way that the column takes 
no bending stress throughout its length as is remarked in the 
analysis (See Case 4).
16. Due attention should be paid to the rigid joint of a
. ' J
tie member to insure the stiff connection with a main member.■ 
There was a marked tendency.to cause a sudden breaking of such a 
joint with the increase of bending moment in a main member (a 
reference may conveniently be made to the frame lio. 5 and 7.)
17. The use of a footing rigidly connected to the lower
end of a vertical member is advisable, 
for it will materially reduce the bending 
moment at B and C_ (Shown in Fig. 58).
A frame having such a footing is solvable 
analytically, and it approximately falls 
to the case which is halfway between 
hinged and fixed end of the vertical 
member provided the foundation is un­
yielding. A little consideration is needed to arrange proper 
reinforcement at A.
18. r',he stirrups in the frames did not come into action 
until diagonal cracks had formed. In this respect the tests 
showed results consistent with results of tests of many simple 
beams.
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1905 with honors.
During 1905 and 1906 he was an assistan t engineer in the 
designing o ffic e  of the Maintenance of Way Department, Hokuriku 
D ivision , Imperial Government Railways of Japan. In 1907, he was 
an assista n t engineer to the d iv ision  superintendent of Maintenance 
of Way and Construction, Tokyo D ivision , Imperial Government Rail­
ways of Japan, and had the charge of the design of the yard and 
terminal improvements relatin g the e le c tr ific a tio n  of the Yamanote 
lin e , the Suburban railways of Tokyo C ity . During 1908, he was 
connected with the double tracking and yard improvements of Tokaido 
Trunk lin e , and designed the Sekibe tunnel of 3300 feet length and 
several extension works o f the bridge constructions and earth works 
for the double tracking. During 1909 and 1910, he was connected 
with the general works of the maintenance of way and construction, 
and he also  designed and erected the superstructures of the Fuji
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Railway bridge having nine spans of two hundred foot flparrv The 
accompanying blueprint is  a view of the bridge.
In 1911, he was appointed by the Imperial Government Railways 
of Japan and the Department of Agriculture and Commerce to study 
reinforced concrete in the United States of America as a Government
Student, and came to th is country in January, 1912. In February, 
1912, he was admitted to the Graduate School of the University  
of I l l in o is  and entered upon his graduate work in the same in s t i­
tu tio n . .
